ASVS Wars Episode 4: 
The New FUQ / The New WTF? 
<scroll initial screen, with ridiculously large letters going by way to slowly for anyone to not help but read>
 A long time ago, in a galaxy so far away that its... far away,
 The newsgroup, er, galaxy once again sits on the brink of ridiculously silly antics,
 oh, and destruction, too. 
The rule of the Wong Empire has extended near-total control over most of the galaxy, 
and it seems to be only getting stonger. Darth Wong sits at the cusp of ultimate power, 
<"YAY" Goes a crowd of Warsies. "BOO!" Goes a crowd of Trekkies>
 his only opponents either being trolls or (in his view) lightweight annoyances
. However, a few of those "annoyances" have gathered together,
 and formed a new order, dedicated to bringing his empire down
. <"YAY" Goes a crowd of Trekkies. "BOO!" Goes a crowd of Warsies> 
Meanwhile, the trolls have a new leader, replacing their fallen head. 
Having already committed the ultimate crime, the new head of trolldom stands ready to rally his fellow trolls to take power.
 <"BOO! HISS! BOO!" Goes a crowd of both Trekkies and Warsies> 
Years have passed since the last battle, and many of the old heroes and villains are gone. 
The fate of the galaxy is in the hands of new individuals, as well as those of the old years who remain... 
<"WTF?" Goes virtually anyone. Cue visuals. Part I, begin>
 Part 1: At a small hotel on the distant planet Grohoya, about twenty trekkies have gathered in the hotel's small conference room. Four of them are at the head of the table. Two are clearly human; they are DanielSBen and Matt Huang. A third, Tyralak, is a Romulan. The fourth, reputedly named Doctor Zeppo Dunsel, is shadowy, and says nothing through the whole presentation. 
"We have an offer that, if it comes through, will yield us a chance at victory over the Wong Empire." DanielSBen noted. "An Insectoid Xindi has offered a weapon that we may use - the specifications, and a working model, of a device that can give the Death Star a run for its money! They plan on selling us a planet killer - a device that can travel in a layer of subspace, hidden from most sensors, and that can destroy a planet with one hit, just like their Death Star. The only ceveat - we must pay up. The Insectoid asks for payment in the form of assasination. Apparently, an individual named Gralik ticked the bug off, and he wants him dead." He finished. "We need a suitable assasin." 
One of the trekkies spoke up "Lt. Hit-Man could do it. He's a hired gun, reputedly the best in the galaxy."
 "Are you fucking insane?" Tyralak replied. "Half his killings were by hire of the Wong Empire. He'll just as likely take us out as Gralik, especially if he finds out what this is for!"
 "I'll go" Matt Huang volunteered. "It'll be cheaper, and less risky, if this is an inside job."
 "You're not much of a sneak." Tyralak responded. "All you know is weapons."
 "As if you were a good sneak." Matt blasted back. "Besides, who else would?" 
"Good point." DanielSBen conceeded. "We don't have very many people. Unless anyone else wants to, Matt will go. Anyone?"
 <sound of crickets chirping in the background as nobody volunteers> 
"Good." DanielSBen stated. "Matt will go, then."
 "Hey, i'm the senior member here!" Tyralak retorted
. "Let's have a vote, then." DanielSBen proclaimed. "All in favor of Matt going, raise your hands!"
 <12 of the trekkies, DanielSBen, and Matt raise their hands>
 "All opposed, raise your hands!" 
<the remaining trekkies and Tyralak raise their hands> 
"Doctor Dunsel, do you have an opinion?" 
<crickets chirp as Doctor Zeppo Dunsel doesn't reply> 
"I'll take that as a no. Matt, good hunting. You'll need it!" DanielSBen finished.
 The trekkies file out to their various rooms, Matt Huang to gather his weapons and plan his assasination, DanielSBen to read a book and enjoy the hotel's amenities, and Tyralak to smoke crack and perform suspicious activities with a mule. We don't know what Doctor Zeppo Dunsel does, yet.... (But we will, we will) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Part II: 


<On Coruscant, a hall beckoned. Its walls, over 20 meters high and decorated with elaborate stone engravings of past leaders, some of which date as far back as 1995. There are seats arranged, with eight seats on one level and a ninth on a raised platform; there are dozens of chairs for an audience, a podium for a speaker/crier, and space for a speaker to address the audience. It is in this hall, and the surrounding antechambers, where the scene is set>

"Oyey! Oyey! Here gathered is the Council of Lords, the supreme assembly of the Galaxy, Now In Session!" The speaker/crier, Mike, stated. 

"Introducing the Supreme Head of the Council, Exalted Sir Nitram!" The head of the Council of Lords takes his seat.

"Introducing Lord Kazuaki Shimazaki!" 

"Introducing Lord Graeme Dice!"

"Introducing Lord Pablo Sanchez!"

"Introducing Lord Wayne Poe!"

"Introducing Lord Edam de Fromage!"

"Introducing Lord Robert Dalton!"

"Introducing Lord C. S. Strowbridge!"

"Introducing Lord Mark Shepperd!"

Exalted Sir Nitram began. "Regarding the measure to grant Michael Wong, Darth of the Sith, Lord-Protector of the Realm and Commander-in-Chief of the Galactic Armed Forces, emergency powers in regards to the suspected threats of Trekkie and Troll involvement, i move that this Council allow Darth Wong to present his case to the Council before we vote on this measure."

"I second!" Stated Lord Kaz and Lord Strowbridge at the same time.

"The Measure shall be placed in force. The Council Presents Darth Wong!"

<A figure with black robes appears. He unveils his head, revealing red-and-black patterned skin and slender horns on top of his bald head. Despite this, his voice has clear inflections of an Asian male living in Canada - the thing is, only Hoshi would really care about that>

"Lords of the Council." Began Darth Wong. "There is a grave threat in this galaxy. Spies, using a small microphone inserted on a Donkey*, have uncovered evidence of a Trekkie plot to overthrow this Council and this Government, connected to an individual known as Tyralak and a small circle of his friends. Such a treachery should not be tolerated! In addition, there are schemes being concocted by the Trolls as we speak. A new Lord of the Trolls shall rise soon, for there is a breach in the Force which implies it. These warrant emergency powers, to stop this grave threat to galactic peace and prosperity!"
*<That happened to be bought and given the "full treatment" by Tyralak>

Exalted Sir Nitram stated "Thank you, Darth Wong. <Darth Wong leaves> Now, does any Lord of the Council wish to call another witness?"

Lord Edam did. "I call on the Council to allow  Robert Walper, Representative of the Organization of Applied Policy and Governance*,  to come before the Council and refute Darth Wong's case."
*(OAPG, a lobbying group, generally Pro-Trek in leaning)

Exalted Sir Nitram announced "Does anyone Second Lord Edam's motion?"

<crickets chirp as no other Lord seconds Lord Edam's motion>

Exalted Sir Nitram decreed "No Seconds? Then the motion is denied. A vote shall be called. All in favor of the motion, say 'Yea'. All opposed, say 'Nay'."

"Yea" stated Exalted Sir Nitram.
"Yea" stated Lord Kazuaki Shimazaki.
"Yea" stated Lord Graeme Dice.
"Yea" stated Lord Pablo Sanchez.
"Yea" stated Lord Wayne Poe.
"Nay" stated Lord Edam de Fromage.
"Yea" stated Lord Robert Dalton.
"Yea" stated Lord C.S. Strowbridge.
"Yea" stated Lord Mark Shepperd.

"It is settled then. On a vote of 8 to 1, the measure is passed. Darth Wong has been awarded Emergency Powers by the Council until such time as he finds them neccesary to be rescinded." announced Exalted Sir Nitram.

Mike, the speaker/crier, went "The Council of Lords is has voted. The Session is Ended!"

... --- ... --- ... --- ... --- ... --- ... --- ... --- ... --- ...

The various Lords gathered in their independent antechambers. Lord Edam was depressed by the passage of the measure. It meant that the entirety of the Galaxy was under the direct control of a Dark Lord. He contacted his agent, hoping for news from the supposed Resistance.

"Wouter, how are things holding up?" He said.

"Fine. We've got possible gold in the proposal to knock off Gralik and bag our own Death Star. Matt Huang has been assigned it. DanielSBen and Tyralak are drawing up plans for further resistance as we speak. I've joined them, alias 'Doctor Zeppo Dunsel', after an old friend of mine. I've said little, listened much."

"Good. Be aware, Darth Wong knows of the plot. He snuck a microphone on Tyralak's Donkey."

"That could complicate things. I guess we can find the mike, and blow it up or deactivate it or something."

"I'm not sure you want to know where the microphone was hidden..." Lord Edam stated.

<on distant planet Grohoya, Tyralak goes "OWOWOWOWOW!" when his prized possesion hits hard metal where he would least expect it>

"I got the picture." went Wouter. "The guy is second only to the Baron with this stuff. Yeesh."

"Indeed." was all Lord Edam had to say on this. "Be cautious! The Warsies'll soon be after you."
"Understood." Said 'Doctor Zeppo Dunsel'.

...---...---...---...---...---...---...---...---...---...---...
Darth Wong called on a commlink "Lieutenant Hit-Man, I have a job for you. Matt Huang, one of the members of the Trekkies, is busy hunting for a petty individual named Gralik. It is your job to hunt him in turn. Your pay, if he dies or is captured, will be 1.7 million AmeroEuroYens. "
"Understood. It shall be done." Stated Lt. Hit-Man. He contemplated his 3,412 assasination attempt. Of the 3,411 he had gone after so far, 3,109 were dead by him, 146 had been seriously injured, and 103 had been captured and interred. Only 53 had escaped him. Those 53, a mere 1.55% of his load, haunted him to this day. 
He got his improbably huge supply of guns and set to work...

Part III forthcoming?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Part III:
"So, what do we have here, Tyralak? Got too rough with the ass, huh?" DanielSBen accosted him.
Tyralak merely whimpered. His endowment still throbbed from the pain of hitting metal. 
"Doctor, your diagnoses?" DanielSBen asked Doctor Zeppo Dunsel.
Doctor Zeppo Dunsel used a medical tricorder to scan both Tyralak and his Donkey. 
"Tyralak, apply some antiseptic cream and some gauze to your thinger." He recommended. "Take two aspirin, and you should be in shape again in time for the Baron's next big party."
"The donkey seems fine, if a bit cantankerous. But- there's a transmittor in him!" Doctor Zeppo Dunsel made his first exclaimation. 
"Good God!" DanielSBen said, looking at the tricorder readings. "That's a mike and a subspace radio if i ever saw one! That's what you hit, Tyralak!" DanielSBen exclaimed. 
Doctor Zeppo Dunsel got out a spray hypo and knocked the ass (the donkey, not Tyralak) unconsious. Using a laser tool, a skin healer, and a pair of tongs, he extracted the transmitter from the donkey.
"Now we'd better destroy it!" DanielSBen realized. "It probably recorded every single goddamned thing we said!"
Doctor Zeppo Dunsel set his laser tool to full power and used it to carve the equipment to pieces - so that it would be nonfunctional, but could still be analyzed. 
<on the Planet Coruscant, Darth Wong said "Damn!" when he realized the transmitter was discovered and rendered useless> 
"Now we'd better get out of here! Our cover is blown!" DanielSBen exclaimed. "There'll be a Star Destroyer here in hours!"
Tyralak stated, his pain subsiding, "I've got a Bird of Prey ready to take us out in an hour's notice."
"That'll do." DanielSBen said. "Serves you right to provide our chariot for all the trouble you caused. Now, Doctor, get all the transmitter pieces packed, everyone get our luggage, and let's go. Oh, and Ty, we probably won't have time to pack your Donkey and his stuff. He'll have to stay."
"<grumble>" went Tyralak. 
.-.-.-..-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-..-.-.-.--.-...-.-.-..-...-.-.-.-.-.-.---.-.-.-...-.
Matt Huang hunted. His personal spacecraft, the "Uzi's Revenge", was stalking. Through the vast Expanse he went, looking for a mining colony where Gralik lived. While the craft was headed there, he went through the exhaustive checklist of all his weapons.
"... Uzis, check. Antimatter grenade launcher, check. Mark 23 SOCOM's, check. AK-74, check. BAR, check. .50 Magnum, check. TR-116 with antimatter rounds, check. Anti-Bozonic seeker missiles, check. Phasers type 1, 2, and 3, check. Isomagnetic disintegrator, check. ..." He went.
Proximity alarms sounded. "Activate weapons!" he yelled at the computer. "Raise shields!"
Approaching from hyperspace was "Slave Alpha", Lt. Hit-Man's personal warship. Both ships locked weapons on each other.
A space battle was on.
 
Part IV, with great space battles, forthcoming?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Part IV:
Sent to everybody circa Stardate 56.45.69.45.10.34.5663 or Imperial Date Standard 9464656348996.25841
From: The Baron
To: Everyone

There will be a party extravaganza in 6 days at my place. There will be plenty of women, men, and animals attending. It'll be at my place - ya know, 69 Belch Road, Planet Erle. Trekkies and Warsies both welcome. Trolls will be shot on site. This is supposed to be a party - anyone arguing Trek v. Wars with fists or something (unless both are excusably drunk) will be dragged apart and have their rectums torn out of their rear ends. 
Be there!
- - - -  - -- - - - - - - - - -  - 0- - - - - --b-ffojmropjmjds
<stage is set on the Bird of Prey Psionax, personal vessel of Tyralak. They are leaving the Grohoya system and are about to head for Planet Erle, a full 1,234 turbo-hexagrofs away, planning to snip 987 turbo-hexagrofs via the handy FUQ wormhole. Not far away, Lord Kazuaki Shimazaki's Imperial Star Destroyer, the "Rampant", is stalking them>
"What is the 'b-ffjmropjmds' about? asked Tyralak.
"The author had a keyboard malfunction while typing the end of the Baron's message." Doctor Zeppo Dunsel stated.
"Uh... hunh." muttered DanielSBen. "Now, what are we supposed to do about the Star Destroyer that will be here in 5 minutes?" he asked.
"This rig has a cloaking device." Tyralak stated. "They won't be able to find us."
"Yeah, but we have to drop our cloak to head through the wormhole." noted Doctor Zeppo Dunsel.
"Yeah, but life ain't perfect." Tyralak said. "Jake, bring the cloak on. Oh yeah, and make me a sandwich."
"Yes sir." Jake stated. he put up the cloak,  then snapped his fingers. "I'm sorry sir, but i'm not a wizard or a necromancer. I can't make *you* a sandwich."
"Get out of my sight, idiot!" Tyralak stated. 
"Okay, sir. You sure you don't want to be a sandwich, sir? I can try and find a necromancer or wizard onboard."
"Positive! Now git!"
"er, okay, sir." Jake leaves.

5 minutes later....
 "This is the Imperial Star Destroyer Rampant. We know you are out there, Trekkies, even if we can't see you. Surrender to our superior KE ratios or be destroyed!" Lord Kaz hailed, attempting to find the Psionax. "And WTF is a 'turbo-hexagrof'?"
"the KE numbers are not superior." muttered Tyralak. "And god, was 'Star Destroyers Rampant' a terrible fanfic."
"I heard that!" Protested Lord Kaz.
Then the great lord of them all, The Supreme Corrector of the galaxy, the humble author, stated, each word booming.
"Um, Kax, you're in a different ship and Tyralak isn't hailing you. You couldn't hear him. And a 'Turbo-hexagrof' is simply my way of avoiding any real measurements, due to an earlier fiasco. And you, Tyralak, could not possibly have read 'Star Destroyers Rampant'; it does not exist here. I should not even be talking to you two. You will remember nothing of this conversation."
"Yes, author." both Kaz and Tyralak said simultaneously.
<absurdly loud flash - yes, a loud flash, you read right> 
".. what was i talking about?" Tyralak wondered. "Oh, yeah. Evasive maneuvers; we don't want the Star Destroyer stumbling into us. Head in general direction of the wormhole."
<whole galaxy shakes as computer as struck by lightning bolt. Author is also struck, his brain is addled, and he writes the story in Fiver style (go to http://www.3sygma.com/fiveminute/ for examples, in Star Trek and other varieties)>
Lord Kaz: Come out, come out, wherever you are...
Tyralak: No way! Not until we're good and ready.
------------
Psionax: Sneaking, sneaking, la la la la la...
Rampant: Searching, searching, la la la la la...
------------
Redshirt: Approaching Wormhole.
Tyralak: Drop cloak! Raise Shields! Prepare to enter!
Lord Kaz: Found you! Fire at Will!
Rampant:  <pshoom!>
Psionax: Ow!
Will: GAK!
Redshirts: GAK!
Fuel Line: LEAK!
Wormhole: Gulp!
Rampant: Let me in!
Wormhole: see sign - only allow in ships that are 1 km wide or less.
Psionax: Neener, neener.
Rampant: Shucks!
Chakotay: What am i doing here?
Random Shuttle: Crash!
Chakotay: Oh! and GAK!
Wormhole: Burp!
Psionax: Woosh!
<galaxy shakes again as another lightning bolt strikes and both computer and owner return to normal>
"There's somewhat of a situation." Tyralak announced. "We've cleared the wormhole. However, a fuel line ruptured during the last attack due to a lucky turbolaser shot. The breach has been sealed, but we've lost more than half our fuel. We won't make it to Planet Erle. I'll never make the Baron's party! Wah! "
"I suggest we head for Dangrine. It's a gas giant in the Flooz system, about halfway from here to Erle. It's got enough zalium diglorite to propel a ship the size of a small moon from here to Tripoli." Doctor Zeppo Dunsel offered.
<Author is heard to mutter "Zalium Diglorite is added in for the same reason as there are Turbo-hexagrofs">
"Any inhabited planets in the system?" DanielSBen asked.
"Erm, not as far as anyone knows. Dangrine and Glox are the only planets there, and both are gas giants." Doctor Zeppo Dunsel stated.
"Oh!" Stated Tyralak. "Let's go then. Oh, and about the small moon to Tripoli offer... where is Tripoli?"
"I dunno. It sounded good, somehow." Doctor Zeppo Dunsel stated, eloquently. 
- - - - - - - - - 
On the Psionax, later:
'Doctor Zeppo Dunsel' stated "... so you can see where we're going, Lord Edam. We're heading straight for where you wanted us to go."
"Yes, Wouter." Lord Edam de Fromage stated. "On one of the moons of Dangrine, there lives a man who can help us. Not a sage, exactly, but someone who can help."
"We shall contact him." 'Doctor Zeppo Dunsel' stated.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Part V
<scene is set onboard the Bird of Prey, Psionax, approaching the gas giant Dangrine>
"Approaching Dangrine. Scanning - the outer atmosphere contains over 13,452,696,450 uh, megajunkers (or was it galactares?) of Zalium Diglorite!" DanielSBen exclaimed. 
"Good. Oh, and it's 'megagalactares'. Yeah, this whole 'arbitrary numbers' business is a pain." Tyralak stated. "Enter orbit."
"Which orbit?" Jake asked.
"Standard orbit." Tyralak added.
"What standard?" Jake stated.
"I'll do it! now, go shuffle some papers, numbskull!"
"Uh, okay, sir. Do you want the papers dealt out, too?"
"No, you nincompoop! Just shuffled!" Tyralak fumed.
"Of course, sir." Jake leaves.
"Why was he assigned to helm? This kid's an absolute idiot." Tyralak asked.
"Because we lost more than half our redshirts, not to mention our fuel, from that lucky turbolaser bolt when we slipped the Star Destroyer." mentioned Doctor Zeppo Dunsel.
"Is there anyone more competant to man the helm?"
"There's Sanj here. Nobody lets him do anything because nobody believes that his name is actually 'Sanj'. They expect a few more letters."
"Man the helm, then, Sanjay." Tyralak noted.
"It's Sanj." Sanj stated. "Not 'Sanjay'. Everyone makes that mistake!"
"Oh. Sorry, Sanja, er, Sanj" stated Tyralak. "Keep our orbit steady."
"Of course, sir." Sanj mans the helm.
"You might want to look at this." DanielSBen noted. "This moon has a life sign." 
"That moon is alive?" Tyralak asked.
DanielSBen smirked. "No. There's someone alive down there. Someone intelligent."
Doctor Zeppo Dunsel speedily remarked. "Maybe we should investigate..."
"We need to get our fuel." Tyralak stated. "Okay. You, Daniel, and a Redshirt go down and investigate this. I'll see if I can get these idiots to figure out what to do with the Zalium diglorite." 
"We'll need a shuttle. The moon has falztorq magnetic subspace corps disturbance, so transporters are out. " DanielSBen noted. 
< hours later>
"Shuttle is going down steadily." Yave (the redshirt) stated. "Wait, we've got a malfunction!"
<panel shorts out due to gralixium glort (Gungan for 'Plot Contrivance') effect, turning redshirt into a red spot>
"Uhm, remind me again why we bring redshirts along?" DanielSBen asked.
"Because, if we didn't, that would happen to us." Doctor Zeppo Dunsel stated. "Yave was supposed to take the fall."
"Seems bloody to me. Oh well, we're landing."
<a vast landscape appears, full of deep mountains and tall valleys... or was it deep valleys and tall mountains? the shuttle lands in a valley full of greens and yellows and reds>
"We're under attack!" DanielSBen yelled. "It's the Environmentalist wackos, the Chinese, and the Communists!"
"We're doomed!" muttered Doctor Zeppo Dunsel.
<No, not those greens, yellows, or reds. Green grass, yellow flowers, and red clay earth.>
"Oh!" Both DanielSBen and Doctor Zeppo Dunsel stated. the shuttle landed, serenely as ever.
"The lifesign is about 700 centi-hexagrofs that away." DanielSBen pointed, with his tricorder.
"Isn't that the same as 7 hexagrofs?" Asked Doctor Zeppo Dunsel.
"Sure, but the '700' bit sounds cooler. " DanielSBen stated.
<a few hours later, they come up upon a humble-looking lodge of unusual style, on the foot of a huge mountain>
Doctor Zeppo Dunsel stated "We're here."
"How did you know that?" DanielSBen stated.
"We've travelled all 7 Hexagrofs in the right direction, right?" Doctor Zeppo Dunsel stated.
"Obvious state you do! True is that, too!" someone stated. 
"Who is that?" DanielSBen asked "Dr. Seuss? Yoda? Perhaps Mother Goose?"
"Nut what you for take me? Yoda, Seuss, Goose, not I. SHAKKMaster, am I. I here master am."
"You've got great grammar. Lord Edam said you'd be here." Doctor Zeppo Dunsel stated.
"Huh?" asked DanielSBen. "What does he have to do with this? do you know something i don't?"
"It he does, obviously." SHAKKMaster quizzically replied. "Fromage Lord Edam de here sent him. Agent Fromage from, he."
"Waitasec.... you aren't 'Doctor Zeppo Dunsel', are you?" DanielSBen asked.
"Nope. My name's Wouter Valentijin, and i work for Lord Edam. He is thinking about supplying the resistance." Wouter revealed.
"Great. Now we're going back to the ship, to bring you along if you wish. As soon as we get enough fuel, we're heading for Planet Erle, to attend the Baron's party." DanielSBen stated. "Yeesh, Tyralak insisted on that point. We're going."
"I with you go. Party we shall soon. Go we must! Time here short draws. Leave fast now soon!"
"What did he say?" DanielSBen asked.
"I think we should go." Wouter stated. "It think he is worried about an invasion of drawing shorts."
"Ooookkkkaaaayyy." DanielSBen stated. 
<shuttle is signaled, scurries over on autopilot, and they depart>
<back on ship>
"254 galactares of fuel taken onboard. 276 galactares... aw, that's stupid! shouldn't we be using liters or gallons or something?" Sanj asked.
"Arbitrary numbers mean even the units must be arbitrary." Tyralak said.
<on Coruscant>
Lord Pablo Sanchez noted "Hey, haven't the Trekkies been the one committing most of the silly antics in this story so far? Doesn't that mean Wars beats Trek?"
Commander Raynor RayCav drunkenly muttered "Yesh, i shupposhe sho. Warsh Rulesh." 
"Ya know, you're not helping may case here. The Baron is having a party. Why don't you go?" Lord Pablo noted.
"The Baron ish havynge a parti? I musht go!" RayCav stated. "buttt firsht, get me a nubiyile viyrgiyn goeddessh, covyered in oiyliyive oiyil. Ande shomee whishkey."
"You're really, really, annoying me here." Pablo stated. "Now git!"

Part VI forthcoming, with really insane party, perhaps?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Part VI
<Onboard the Bird of Prey Psionax ("It's a warbird!" Tyralak growls. "No, it's a bird of prey." the author responds)>
"WHAT?!" Tyralak stated. "So, you guys find this weird-talking idiot, and we discover that you, 'Doctor', aren't who you say you are, and you guys say this mission 'accomplished something useful'? WTF?"
"Ya know, at least Woater here isn't a spy for Darth Wong or anything. And we need all the help that we can get." DanielSBen stated, matter-of-factly.
Wouter responded, "It's 'Wouter', not 'Woater', but he's got the right idea."
"You perhaps wrong-speaking one. Idiot not am I! Perhaps idiot you are!" SHAKKMaster protested.
<hours of argument, silly antics, and a barrel of monkeys later>
Monkeys: "Screech! Howl! Screech!"
"Why was a barrel of monkeys brought in? Oh well, at least they're more courteous than trolls." Wouter stated.
Tyralak announced. "We have all 904 galactares of fuel onboard and running. Set course 123 mark 45, Planet Erle, Sped Factor 69!"
"Why '69' and not '68' or '70'?" Sanj asked.
"I just like that number. Reminds me of something that i shouldn't mention in polite company. Engage, Sanjer!"
"It's Sanj!" Sanj insisted. "And WTF is a 'Sped' factor?"
<Author rumbles - "It's arbitrary, alright!">
- - - -
<The setting is 69 Belch Road, Sicko City, Gonzo, Wacky Republic, Planet Erle  (Zip Code 90210-8472)- The Baron's compound of luxury, perverse pleasures, and silly antics. Inside an improbably huge house, there are all sorts of compartments for a party attended by perhaps 30,000 partiers, not to mention various entertainers, prostitutes (of both human sexes and several others), donkeys, sheep, and others brought in just for the event. The party is so big that many parts are held in tents or outside, on the Baron's 150-acre sheep farm. The party lasts about 5 days, and there is a whole buffet with cooks brought in, a small cafe run by a Swedish chef, a coffee shop, and several bars (yes, in the Baron's compund) for festivities, and a nearby flophouse is pressed into service for the less important (read: non-ASVSer) guests - or they can elect to stay 3 miles away at  a Motel 7 for only 60 AmeroEuroYens a night>
The Baron rumbled "Welcome to my place. Let the Festivities Begin!"
"YAY!" go crowds of partiers.
"BOO!" go crowds of neighbors who will have to bear with the noise.
"BAA!" go some very annoyed sheep.

Some scenes from the party:
. . . .  .
"Hiya tshere, Tyralack! Howsh thingsh doing?" Commander Raynor RayCav asked, drunkenly, with one very attractive female clone in each arm. 
"Shame ol', Shame ol'" goes Tyralak, having consumed enough Romulan ale to affect even him, as he ambles on towards the donkey stable and the crack counter.
"Ya know, this party is kinda sick.... yowza!" DanielSBen goes, as a very attractive woman just passed, wearing only token clothing and carrying a Horga'hn (don't know what that is? Look it up!). "I guess i'll be busy for awhile".
"Sho will I, I Shupposhe." RayCav slurs. He gets a tub of chocolate and takes the two women with him to a private chamber. DanielSBen follows the attractive female a nearby one. Both are busy for the next few hours or so.
. . . .
"That burrito was good!" Enigma yells. "Now if you'll excuse me, i'll need to go outside or i'll kill half the people in this compound from methane poisoning!"
"Suit yourself." Big Steve goes for another trip to the buffet.
. . . .
 "For heesh a jolly good fehllow, for heesh a jolly good fehllow, for heesh a jolly good fehllow, thate nobodye cann deniye!" Sings RayCav, Tyralak, Spyder, Chuck, Enigma, and Ta', very drunkenly, about the Baron.
. . . .
"Drinks good, these are. Women plentiful, interesting. Good life, this is. This not permanent, be sad." SHAKKMaster remarks.
. . . .
"Man, this party is good!" Matt Huang said. 
"You bet your fucking ass it is!" Lt. Hit-Man remarked.
<Uhm, guys, you're not attending. You're out in deep space, shooting each other, remember?>
"Oh!" Matt Huang and Lt. Hit-Man both disappear with a pop.
. . . .
"I've been drunke for the pasht 2 daysh sholid, shlept with moore ladiesh than i caaan coount, and i feel sho goood!!!" RayCav cheered.
. . . .
"Marina, what are you doing here? I thought you didn't go for this stuff!" Darth Phong stated.
"Neither are you. I'm needed for a token regular woman, someone who isn't being exploited for sex." Marina replied.
"Aren't they're any others?"
"Yeah, but i don't think you want to know who..."
"Kirk and Spock are GAY LOVERS! I know this to be true! Anyone who doesn't is a blind ass!" Cries out ToolPackinMama.
"See what i mean."
"Yeah."
. . . .
"Yee-haw!" Goes Tyralak, for no apparent reason other than mounting yet another donkey.
. . . .
JPWycombe remarked. "Humph. I swear i saw Matt Huang and Lt. Hit-Man here for a moment yesterday. I guess they left early."
. . . .
DanielSBen was... busy at the moment. He'd never tried anything with two ladies before at the same time, but it was... interesting.
. . . .
"BAA!" Goes yet another violated sheep, this time drenched in chocolate.
. . . .
"Hic!" went RayCav, heading for the buffet and the bar before spending the night with three women.
. . . .
"THIS IS THE POLICE! IS ANYONE DOING ANYTHING UNTOWARD HERE?"
"Uhm, no?" said the Baron.
"GOOD. CARRY ON."
. . . .
SHAKKMaster, JPWycombe, and DanielSBen took an hour off to discuss philosophy.
DanielSBen pondered "I still say Neizsche was a complete fool. Life is beautiful, isn't it?"
SHAKKMaster replied "It is, yes i suppose. Words notice to bear, still. wisdom perhaps there is?"
"Uhm, guys, this is a party not a discussion of philosophy. Have Fun!" Wycombe stated.
"OK. I've got an appointment with an attractive member of the opposite sex soon. Something involving chocolate...." DanielSBen remarked.
"Me go to bar now. Enjoy Saurian Brandy i will." SHAKKMaster entered.
. . . .
"*hic**hic**hic*" are the only sounds coming from RayCav, Enigma, the Baron, Spyder, Big Steve, Ta', Tyralak, SHAKKMaster, Chuck, and the whole Lump Club as day 3 draws to a close, having been filled to the brim with food and alcohol.
. . . .
"F-ck you asses!" goes a random troll.
"Kill the troll, gyaa!!!!!!" goes a crowd of angry men and women. The Troll is skewered. "Troll Special" is the next day's soup at the Swedish Chef's cafe. More people go to the coffee shop or the buffet that day, for whatever reason.
 . . . .
"<pffffooooommm> oops!" Enigma goes, accidentally killing everyone in the Crack tent from methane poisoning. Thankfully, Tyralak is busy at the donkey stable and not at the crack tent.
. . . .
"mmm... mmm.. good!" Stravo goes, enjoying his Troll Special Soup. "They should do this to all trolls!"
"I'd much rather eat fried noodles or ice cream or something." goes Robert Healey. "Being eaten is more than trolls deserve."
"I'd mucsh rather drink shome 200-proof brandy. Hic!" goes Spyder.
. . . .
DanielSBen spent the final 36 hours with a lone woman, a large quantity of food, and a compartment with restroom facilites and a shower. The party was good.
. . . .
"One more time, perhapsh?" Suggests RayCav to the four (!) women he was engaging in activities with simultaneously.
. . . . 
"<munch><crunch><munch>" go the Lump Club, eating a whole roast cow in under 10 minutes, then requesting seconds. And a side of 100 lbs of potato chips, for the big football game on the 198" flatscreen.
. . . .
"HEE-AW!" goes a very stubborn donkey.
"OW!" goes Tyralak, getting kicked in the nuts by the donkey. "YOW! OWOWOWOWOOWOWWOWOWOW!"
. . . .
"The beer cannon is the absolute coolest weapon around!" Goes JPWycombe.
"Wrong you are. Better are interdictors!" SHAKKMaster insists.
"Weaponsh argument at thish time! For Ssshame, gentlemen! HIC!" slurs Spyder.
. . . .
"Thish ish the final day, gentlemen! Letsh drink ash musch ash we caann nowsh! HIC!" goes RayCav. He, Spyder, and Enigma toast to that.
. . . .
"Whew! the crack tent STILL smells!" Tyralak holds his nose.
. . . .
"The party is now over! please remember where you parked." states the Baron.
"Awww!" the crowd goes.

Part VII forthcoming, complete with hangovers?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Part VII
Wouter spent a sizable part of the party quietly examining facts and contacting Lord Edam. He did spend some time enjoying himself (while carefully seeing who was at the party), including having a few drinks and spending a night with an attractive woman, but he wasn't as party-minded as some of his more outrageous companions (he heard RayCav had done it simultaneously with four women... he wasn't sure if that was anatomically possible). 
"None of the Warsie lords are attending, Edam. I did see Darth Phong partying with Marina - what Darth Wong's apprentice is doing here, I don't know. RayCav's a joke - he'd rather spend his time gallivanting with women and drinking than fight. Same with Spyder. Enigma is a lot like that, but he's got a potent chemical weapon and just might be a threat.  I thought i saw Hit-Man here for a minute, but i must've been mistaken. He isn't within a thousand turbo-hexagrofs of Erle. I don't think we can count on Big Steve's support much - all he cares about now is chips, football, and Stargate. Oh, and Daniel and Tyralak know who i really am now."
"Be cautious, Wouter. You are a target. If captured, betray nothing. Our cause depends on it."
"Understood, Lord Edam. Wouter out."
. . . . . . . .
<at a Hollywood Inn, in downtown Wackyville, Planet Erle>
"Head hurts, mine does. Hangover, this is. Aspirins, me needs." SHAKKMaster grimaced.
"Never shoulda drank. Me, I didn't have an iota of liquor. My worry is whether any of those ladies will be asking me for child support. Hopefully they all remembered their pills this month..." DanielSBen interred.
Tyralak said. "BAH! Parties ain't fun without liquor and crack! You just got to deal with the aftermath."
DanielSBen trumpeted, "I suppose the same is true with donkeys. You just got back from reconstructive surgery - you're lucky you still have balls. You got what you deserved, there." 
"Gah, if you don't stop whining about my private affairs, I'm not taking you on the Psionax to get to Grohoya."
"Doesn't matter. Next week, my starship, the Atropos, is coming. I'll be boarding."
"Hmph!"
Wouter added, "Guys. Settle it! We need to get going. BTW, does anyone know how's Matt doing?"
"I dunno. The Author hasn't written much on him in awhile."
<Er, guys, you're not supposed to mention me here!>
"OH, RIGHT!" They slap their heads with their hands and mutter.
<That's okay. I'll put him on here, now>
. . . .. . .
"Slave Alpha" opened fire on the "Uzi's Revenge", using its twin front blasters. The "Uzi's Revenge" veered away from the blasts and returned fire with a few missiles. "Slave Alpha" shot them down with missiles of its own. The battle was raging, a dogfight between two men, two machines, fighting it out for survival. Shooting at each other from close range. It was a sterling battle between the Baron Von Richtofen and Eddie Rickenbacker, fighting over the skies of Alsace. 
Rickenbacker: Uhm,  my name's Matt. Not Eddie. And we're fighting in Outer Space, not Alsace.
Von Richtofen: WTF is a name like "Baron Von Richtofen"? MY NAME'S HIT-MAN!!!
<Tough. Just for my amusement, "Slave Alpha" is a Fokker Triplane, and Uzi's Revenge is a Sopwith Camel. Do you want to fight it out in Alsace or Outer Space? I hear the latter is a tough place for internal-combustion engines to operate, especially with open cockpits. You two decide, Mr. Rickenbacker and Red Baron.>
 "Grumble" both go. 
"Ya know, the 'Red Baron' is kinda offensive. Are you saying I'm a fucking sicko commie? I'm not a fucking commie!!!!!"
<Okay, you're going to be called Von Richtofen, Von Richtofen>
(after the argument is settled...)
'Vroom!' go the piston-engined craft. Eddy's Sopwith is the faster plane, Richy's is more maneuverable. The battle is met. 
"Awww! All we have are machine guns and a few pistols! Where are the missiles?" Eddy/Matt asks.
<Err, this is World War I. Planes won't get missiles for another 30 years or so.>
"DAMN!" Both Eddy/Matt and Richy/Hit-Man go. They go for another pass, shooting at each other with their machine guns. 
 Richy tries a dizzying maneuver involving several loops, a few supersharp turns, and a constant drone of bullets, all to try and hit Eddy. A bullet rips through one of Eddy's wings, but the damage doesn't stop him. All it does is sends Richy's Fokker into a stall, which sends it almost to the ground before Richy recovers the plane.
<Be careful guys, these aren't exactly the sturdiest things around. Your wings are made of cloth, wood, and wire>
"BE FUCKING QUIET!" Goes Richy. 
The battle drones on. They shoot at each other constantly. Their wings become torn from damage. Finally, they make their 47th pass at each other, both hit each other's engines. Both begin to crash. Lucky for them, both have parachutes and they eject, landing in the countryside...
Will Eddy and Richy regain their true names? What are they 'really' doing while their shooting at each other? Where is Gralik? Find out next time...
Part VIII forthcoming?

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Part VIII
(Setting is on a marginally habitable planet in the Expanse)
"Whoa!" Matt goes. He just had the strangest dream... he and Hit-Man had been dogfighting with World War I era planes. He remembered crashing his Sopwith Camel....
"What the hell...?" He asked. He was on a planet somewhere, the wrecked remains of the Uzi's Revenge were dotted nearby. He wondered what happened.
<Matt, you and Hit-Man seriously damaged each other's engines in the battle. Both of you crash-landed here.>
"But... we were fighting with airplanes..."
<Something equivalent happened in real life, too. Oh, and your name is Matt again.>
"Ooookkkaaayyyyy.... Well, better see if any of my weapons are left. And maybe some, well, some food or a first aid kit or something."
(he heads to his ship, happily finds his type-2 phaser, midsize Uzi, a few grenades, and a couple swords survived. Oh, and a first aid kit and a few rations and such)
"Better clip these on, hide them, and look around." He walked. Not too far away, he spotted some other wreckage. He saw there was Hit-Man's ship. Hit-Man himself was nowhere to be seen (or scanned, with his recovered tricorder). He walked about for an hour or two, before coming upon a settlement. There, he found an arboreal Xindi walking toward him, who said "Welcome to our mining complex! I am Yorlik, manager of this facility. We mine Kelicium ore of only the finest quality."
"Uh, hi, my name's Matt. My fi - er, my shuttle crashed here. Do you mind if i use my commnet to contact my ship?"
"No problem. You can use the comm unit in the building 5 doors to the right."
"Sure. Oh, by the way, do you happen to know of a 'Gralik'?" 
"He works here. He manages Delta Shift."
"Thanks."
Matt began to plan. He couldn't just find and kill Gralik, or he'd be stranded here with no hope of rescue on a planet of hostiles. He'd have to contact his ship first, then plan Gralik's death in a way that would not be detected or traced to him before his rescue. And then, there was the matter of Hit-Man...
. . . . .. .
(back to the Hollywood Inn, on Planet Erle)
"The Psionax is leaving. I'll be taking SHAKKMaster with me to Talix V (Grohoya's security is breached, so you should know), to introduce him to our organization and its plans." Tyralak announced.
DanielSBen said, "Tomorrow, I'll take Wouter onboard the Atropos. We'll be headed for Coruscant, and we'll meet with Lord Edam."
"Reasonable idea, this is. Go to Talix V, shall I." SHAKKMaster joined in.
"Um, sure. Meeting Lord Edam could be productive. but it could result in our capture. A Starfleet ship going to Coruscant is suspicious" Wouter protested.
DanielSBen asked "Would it be any better to bring Lord Edam to Talix V?"
"That's way bad. That'll reveal that location to Darth Wong."
"So, how's this: we take the Atropos to Zandos and board a tramp freighter for Coruscant to meet with Lord Edam."
"Ugh, i hate travelling on Tramp Freighters!"
"They're not  the most comfortable ships around, but we'll each have a tube to sleep in, a toilet, hot shower, and food."
"Still... *sigh* Okay."
"I can buy 4 tickets on the SS Donkey Kong going and 3 tickets on the SS Mario coming back."
"Why 4 and 3 and not 2 both ways? ... oh. Yeah, Redshirts. Of course."
"Have to bring them along."
"Of course." 
. . . . .  .
(At a hospital on Planet Erle)
"YOWOWOWOW! I've never had a HANGOVER last for DAYS!" RayCav whimpered.
 "Yeah, how many drinks did you have again? 500?" The Baron asked.
"624 and a half."
"That's, what? over 120 a day? You're lucky to be consious."
"Yeah. What are you in here for?"
"A Sheep bit off one my, er,  finger and i'm having it reattached."
"Do your parties always cause so much damage?" 
"Not always. At some parties, the hospital also has to reattach rectums."
"Ouch. Is detaching a rectum even anatomically possible without surgical tools?"
"You'd be suprised."
"The sheep didn't bite off your finger, did it?"
"No, not really. I don't think you want to know what it bit off..."
DanielSBen, on an intercom, <see, that makes it ok, see?> stated "That was one perceptive sheep."
"I heard that!" The Baron protested.
"Hey, I grumble to Tyralak, I grumble to you. You're not supposed to screw barnyard animals."
"Is it okay to screw wild animals, then?"
"Er, no. Only humans and other sentient species are okay. And then, you have to ask first."
"Hmph! You're a sexual simplist."
"And you're a perv."
. . . . .
Darth Phong reported to his master, "I've spotted numerous Trekkies at this party. Tyralak, DanielSBen, a 'Doctor Zeppo Dunsel', Big Steve, and several others. They may be up to something."
Darth Wong replied, "Yes, they are. Lt. Hit-Man is keeping Matt Huang busy, while i move forward with my plan."
"And that would be..."
"to find all the Trekkie hideouts and blow them up, just like I did to Graham III and Weyout VI years ago."
"I see, master."
"Be vigilant! They may be looking at us as we look at them. And remember, may the Dark Side be with you."
"Of course, master. Phong out."
Part IX forthcoming?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Part X:
Matt began to.... What? It's Only Part IX! OH, Yeah! <slaps forehead>
Ahem,
Part IX:
<Onboard the SS Donkey Kong, a 'tramp freighter' travelling from Zandos to Coruscant. The 100 hexagrof-long, 60 hexagrof-wide, 30 hexagrof-high craft, like most tramp freighters, has more than 90% of its volume devoted to cargo, which, on this voyage, consists of kumquats, starfruit, canned peach cobbler, cod liver oil, distilled rum, kitty litter, rice paper, slinkys, spring sprockets, self-sealing stem bolts, molybdenum nitrate, ratchets, yttrium halide, dilithium, trilithium, quadrilithium, toy robots, latinum, platinum, zlatinum, microtubes, nanotubes, yoctotubes, wall parts, reefers, 'just fish', treated gunk, untreated gunk, cocout milk, horse manure, firewood, ammonium szilardite, black gold, white gold, blue gold, gold gold, rainbow-color gold, silver fish, copper fish, swimming goldfish, edible goldfish, cheddar goldfish, bagel bites, radio nuts, cardboard nuts, just plain nuts, pigs, chickens, cows, two-headed Klingon targs, turkeys, egg beaters, alfalfa sprouts, banana nut bread, cinnamon nut bread, walnuts, peanuts, peas, tea, tees, golf balls, tennis balls, buffalo wings, Yarzium buffalo wings, live Yarzium buffalo (w/o wings), ironroots, iron, pig iron, aluminum cans, bass drums, brass drums, mithra, ethric disulfide, amino acids, anime videos, textbooks, pornography, magazines (all sorts), paperback books, hardcover books, coverless books, video games, science kits, oven mitts, random junk, robot parts, human parts (for transplant), machine parts, computer parts, part parts, holograms, unit spanners, and reverse-ratcheting routing planers.
 Note that the fact that all this cargo is onboard this huge freighter is actually irrelevant, except that this all takes up most of the space on the freighter. Add in engines, life-support systems, navigational deflectors, power sources, and crew areas, there isn't much room left. All 7,890 passengers are crammed into less than .5% of this area. This means the crowded passengers sleep in 4 huge bunks, containing arranged tubes (copied from a Japanese concept of 'sleeping tubes' for employees), each of which carries nearly 2,000 passengers. Each tube has a number, with a corresponding luggage locker (they allow two bags carryon, plus up to six in the cargo compartment for an extra fee), and a cramped chair to sit in. There are 200 toilets and 100 showers for the passengers to use; they are usually crowded. There are a few small, cramped lounges for the passengers, plus a few 'private areas', which can be rented for a fee. There are a few places for passengers to buy food; there is a cafeteria (not good - it's rather like public school cafeteria food), a couple of cheap fast food places (crowd up quickly), and a few replimats (auto-service replicators; also crowd up quickly). Why do passengers go this horrifying route, when even Bluehound Star Buses are generally nicer? A few reasons: 1. It's really cheap. Only 0.9 AmeroEuroYens per turbo-hexagrof. for a one-way journey going from Zandos to Coruscant (a 109 turbo-hexagrof journey), is only 98.1 AmeroEuroYens, compared to 162.7 for Bluehound, 300-500 on a Spaceline flght, and 1,000-2,000 for a cruise ship. A lot of folks in the Galaxy are not rich; a farmboy from Dantonine or T'Grax'Stan isn't going to be able to afford a first-class ticket on a Spaceline flight. 2. security is rather lax on these things. Sure, there's guards, who keep crime from being too much of a problem and keep passengers in assigned areas, but the background check system is poor (meaning, it's very easy to travel under an assumed identity), and you can generally buy even a dozen or so tickets with cash without arousing too much suspicion. 3. You can find a lot of interesting characters on these flights. Not just crooks or spies incognito, but paupers (who spent their last AmeroEuroYen on this flight so they could beg for money), stowaways (who are... usually sent to work in the kitchens pealing potatoes if found, unless they are young and attractive...), prostitutes (who rent private chambers for most of the trip and have agents give cards to folks while guards convieniently look the other way), gamblers, clowns, tricksters, circus performers (some troops travel on these lines from system to system), mystery men/women, redshirts and stormtroopers who went AWOL before they could do their duty and die, lunatics, street musicians, mercanaries, and conspiracy theorists. Of course, about half travellers are just college students, poor folks, nuns (interesting how they react to some of the more unusual characters on these trips), and other such people who don't have much cash. Daniel, Wouter, and the two redshirts are travelling this way for reasons #1 and #2.>

DanielSBen and Wouter had come onboard the freighter for the 6-day journey (damn, these things were slow!) from Zandos to Coruscant, under the assumed identities of David Eisenstein and Hans Valentin, a pair of actually somewhat wealthy investors who travelled real cheap (their apparent wealth was due, reputedly, to their wise investment in Blue Fedora, a company that made trillions of AmeroEuroYen when their version of Zanix became the industry standard). They wore cheap, tacky suits of Zandos manufacture, and travelled with two 'bodyguards', Kyle (Anderson) and Sven (Torvalski) - who were actually redshirts. They packed oversized cheap luggage containters, barely small enough to fit in the bins. Hans had a fake cigar which he 'smoked' and 'chomped on'; David had on a swill of cheap synthehol; both had decks of cards for any gambling that might commence. Both had good wads of cash, hidden in special inner compartments (to make pickpocketing difficult), and appeared ready to spend most of it bribing folks to get good spots in lines, spending time with the ladies of the night, and gambling. They were ready to spend some of their money this way - but not all of it.

"What you say, Hans, don't you think it's a bit crowded here?" David asked
"What choice do we have, David, this place is crammed to the docks. 12 hours in a private space costs more than this whole trip!" Hans replied.
"Yeah, might as well enjoy myself while i pay through the nose for them. Some of them are inhabited by very nice women who are more than willing to spend some time with either of us, for the right price..."
"You do that yourself. I'm going to clean a bunch of lousy bums out of their pocket change."
"Suit yourself. At least i'll be happy when my pockets are emptyed."
"Okay. Just be sure you've had your shots. Some of the diseases running around these days..."
"Yep, all are up-to-date, including HIV vaccine, syphillis-gonorheea-snalfitis, hepatitis-Z, and herpes-warts-zandoxivite"
"Zandoxivite? What the hell is that, old chap?"
"nasty thing. Reputedly a disease from sheep that somehow spread to humans..."
(The Baron can be heard saying "I bear no responsibility for this! Honest! and what are these bumps doing on my thinger?")
"Well, I guess we should go now. Cheerio, David!"
"I think you're acting a twitch too Brit, Hans. Good day. Take Kyle with you. I'll have Sven guard the door to the chamber i choose."

both split up, and wander through the crowds.

. . . .. . . .
Lt. Hit-Man was stalking. He was trying to find Matt Huang and kill him in these forests. He had found his trusty blaster rifle, a few grenades, a bayonet, and an electric prod survived his crash, and went out, trying to find him. He walked for an hour without success, using a methodical search method that circled the wrecks, a very good method for catching somebody who hasn't gone too far. That is, until he finds a poor primate Xindi who happens to be walking near him. Hit-Man grabs the said Xindi by the neck, and starts to choke him... not too much, however, as to let the victim speak.
"WHO ARE YOU AND WHERE THE FREAKING HELL IS MATT HUANG?!?!?! ANSWER ME OR DIE SLOWLY!" He yelled in the Xindi's ear.
"I'm, uh, Velik, of this mining colony. I don't know who you're talking about, but our compound has a visitor from a crashed vessel."
"WHERE THE FUCK IS YOUR COLONY?!?!"
"13 hexagrofs due east of here."
Hit-Man then lets go of Velik, then aims his blaster.
"OKAY. BECAUSE YOU WERE COOPERATIVE, I'LL KILL YOU QUICKLY INSTEAD OF SLOWLY, VELIK."
Velik barely has time to whimper before Hit-Man pulls the trigger, vaporizing the poor sod. At least he did die quickly. Hit-Man killed his 4,063rd person in cold blood, not even so much as caring about what gods Velik might have worshipped. 
"Yeah, why the hell should I care?!?!?!"
<you're not supposed to ask the author about anything. Plus, it makes you a cold, heartless bastard.>
"THANKS FOR THE DAMN COMPLEMENT, ASSHOLE!"
<you're a disease on humanity, Hit-Man. Like Hitler, Stalin, and Pol Pot, you have little redeeming value>
"WHAT THE FUCK?!?!?!" He asked. "YOU'RE THE DISEASE HERE, YOU---" He fires his blasters straight up, using a serhgrelium magnetic galxiete field pulse setting, destroying the author's computer monitor and filling the galaxy with smoke. Thankfully, the author knows the proper save procedure via keyboard, turns off the computer, buys a new screen, plugs it in, installs proper drivers, and returns to the story.
<Now you're really in for it. Hit-Man, you will spend the next 24 hours in the 'penalty box'>
"WHAT MAKES YOU THINK YOU'D DO THAT TO ME, YOU SLIMY COCKS-" Hit-Man is cut off as he disappears...
... and re-appears in a 90 milli-hexagrof square enclosure, with a toilet, chair, table and a limited-function replicator. It looked like a brig on a ship, only there was no entrance.  
<Like i said, you're stuck here for the next 24 hours, leaving Matt time to contact his ship and start planning his assasination.>
"NOOOOOOO!!!!!" goes Hit-Man. "Fucking Bastard." He added.

Part X forthcoming?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Part X:
<which is full of 'revelations'>
Matt began to wonder why there was suddenly smoke everywhere. It cleared rather quickly, so he decided to pay it no mind. He had a job to do. He had just hailed his ship, the 'Deep-Sixer', which would arrive in two days. Now, he had to try and kill Gralik. He knew that any open killing would require he hide in the woods, avoiding both Hit-Man and the various Xindi in this compound. So, he began setting about 'malfunctions', which would kill or perhaps severely wound Gralik. Unfortunately,. Gralik seemed to be a half a step ahead of him. He set about setting a few shorts in the ODN conduits at Gralik's station. Gralik discovered the shorts and neutralized him. Matt changed the replicator patterns of Gralik's favorite dishes, adding in levels of degrading biotoxin fatal to a sloth Xindi. Gralik had eaten anything but his favorite dishes in the past two meal cycles. Matt had added traces of plasma into the life-support system of Gralik's quarters, to be discharged when Gralik was asleep, which would result in a slow death which would appear to be caused by a plasma leak. Gralik slept outside, in the woods, for the night. Now, sixteen hours into his attempts, Matt was frustrated, in these and his other attempts. Suddenly, he stopped in his tracks. There was Gralik, right in front of him. They were in a public area, where any attempt at killing him would be all too easy to spot. Sure, he could shape-shift a little, but what would being a human or a vulcan do him any good in a compound full of sloth Xindi? What's more, Gralik looked very interested in talking to him...
"You plan to kill me, don't you? Don't deny it. I know." Gralik interjected.
"Er, yeah, I did, actually."
" Z!-lix'xii must have put you up to it."
<pronounced 'Zzzz! - licks - zyiii'. Just so you know>
"The Insectoid? If so, yes."
"He's tried three times before. Promised all of them something or other which he has but isn't willing to part with."
"Why something he has?" Matt looked perplexed. "If he plans on befloozing us, why offer something he actually has?"
"So he can show it to them, to prove his offer is 'sincere'. And since he has a planetkiller, nobody who loses would challenge him."
"How do you know, if he never succeeded in offing you?"
"I convinced one of the hired guns who attempted to off me to take a cloned corpse of me and claim he got me, while I laid low for awhile. He'd been promised a boatload of latinum, and a bunch of Orion women, but never got them. He was given a few blocks of  gold and told 'if you don't shut up and git, i'll sic my planetkiller on you.'. And after he discovered i was alive, the poor sot, and his homeworld, were destroyed."
"Ouch."
"What did he offer you, by the way?"
"His planetkiller."
"He'll never give such a thing up. It's the source of his power, and perhaps his venegance on me. If it weren't for the fact that the Expanse screws with sensors, whatever world i'd be on would blow up under my feet. So instead, he pays hired guns to kill me."
<Logical? No? Tough! IT IS HOW IT IS>
"So, why does he hate you so much?"
"It was in the distant past, perhaps in another universe." Gralik began his story. "I was a miner in the Expanse - perhaps a different one, perhaps this very one. I oversaw a mining operation, retrieving materiel for this very weapon, in fact, which was to be used against a world called 'Earth' - not that i knew that at the time, of course. Then, a man named Archer showed up and told me the truth. And showed me that Earth may not be an enemy. I added a tracer to the compounds, allowing Archer's ship, the 'Enterprise', to track the shipments. They found the weapon. Archer managed <The following is bleeped out of this story due to the nature of televised content not being available for this story at this time. Oh, yeah, and I don't use unreliable spoilers> ... resulting in peace between our worlds. Not too long after, the Xindi had all united with the natives of 'Earth', as well as the Vulcans, Tellarites, Andorians, Denobulans, Risans, Axanar, Trill, and a bunch of others to form a big, happy 'Federation.' Now, Z!-lix'xii wasn't too happy with this. He was an insectoid General. He was planning on using the planetkiller to destroy all the Xindi's enemies, then turn on the other species, both Xindi and otherwise, and enslave them to Insectoid rule. This obviously ruined his plan. So, when he found out the role that mere me played in this, he became furious. See, he's an unnaturally paranoid and psychotic, even by Insectoid standards. He became obsessed with killing me. He chased me with his ship, as the planetkiller wasn't ready yet, until it found the craft i'd bought for my retirement sail across the Expanse. Our ships did battle - not so good for my ship, which wasn't well armed. I stumbled into a wormhole, and he followed. It collapsed soon after we went through and found ourselves out here. My ship hid in the Expanse, and I got off and started mining again, despite my age. He started a business conglomerate, built a new planetkiller, became ruler of his own realm, and set about trying to kill me."
"Zzz.... Oh? Interesting story. But why should i believe you?"
"You don't? Then don't. Just don't kill me. Take me along with you on your ship. You must have some way to show I am telling the truth."
"Err... okay. If you're lying, i can just kill you then."
"Suit yourself."
"Okay. Oh, do note there is an assasin out there trying to kill ME. His name's Hit-Man, and he is a superb assasin."
"Hm... the hunter hunted. I kinda like that."
"Figures."
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DanielSBen aka 'David Eisenstein', was tired. He and Wouter/'Hans' had both lost a significant amount of their money in the day's activities. As he figured, he was sizably happier about it than 'Hans' was. Gambling, and losing, was not something a sane person should be happy about. He'd known better, and spent the day with a rather attractive lady. Now, he curled up for the night in his sleeping tube, and wondered what tomorrow would bring, when the tramp freighter would get to Coruscant. He fell asleep...
Mist went past, he was floating. He wondered just what the hell was going on, and why this didn't feel like a normal dream.
<Because it's not. You're about to have a view of the future. Not anything enough to change your actions too much, and it's a relatively distant future, years after the fourth tale 'All FUQed Up'*, when all the survivors are all gentrified and are going around doing dull jobs. It's actually quite interesting stuff- and very embarrasing, both to you and to the readers - especially considering who some guys end up marrying. I actually dreamed this stuff up.>
*Which takes place after 'Return of the Trekkies', just so you know
"Err, okay, Author. You dream, too?"
<Yes. How else can i get ideas for a story than dreaming?>
"I guess that makes sense."
<Here goes. Bon voyage, and have a nice dream/vision/whatever!>
(a loud flash - another one, yep - occurs, leaving Daniel blinded for a moment. Then...)
Daniel got up in the morning, just in time to eat a replicated breakfast with his wife and his two children. They'd talked over breakfast, telepathically of course (why the heck had he ever thought to actually speak to them, especially since she and the kids were all both send-and-receive telepaths?). While eating, he took time to notice how they all looked, what they were eating, and other myriad details. His wife had long, blond hair, and possessed an unusual aire to her. She was not especially attractive, but seemed to have a different, almost unearthly appearance. This wasn't too unusual - she was of one of those humanoid-but-not-human species, with correspondingly different appearance. His kids, a boy who appeared around 12 in earth years, and a girl who appeared about 6, seemed to have looks similar to theirs mixed together; the boy was blonde, and the girl possessed hair similar to his. His wife was eating some sort of leola root porridge. He personally couldn't stomach the stuff, and ate a more traditional bagel with cream cheese and lox. His kids, being kids, ate some high-sugar cereal with marshmallows in it, along with some milk. It was called 'Lucky Tricks' or something, and was vitamin-fortified, as if that made it any less sugary. 
He glanced the headlines on the daily newspaper. An opinion poll on the feasibility of polydrives; a warning about terror attacks perpetrated by Kazuaki and Mara Shimazaki, heads of one of the most notorious Warsie organization; a newstory about a nanohexagrof-tall species discovered by Captain Kim on the 'Rhode Island'; and a report on the upcoming elections. Not that he hadn't known about the latter. Edam was retiring, and someone was bound to take his place. Matt Huang was the odds-on favorite, easily outpolling his nearest rival, Robert Walper. He'd thought about running himself, but he didn't want the fuss. His role as 'Minister of the Treasury and Commerce' was good enough for him - besides, it wasn't so much work, given the lack of currency used in most actions.  
After finishing breakfast, he got ready for work. Then, he kissed his wife good-bye as she left for her job at Doctor Zimmerman's medical lab. He got ready for the inevitable as he was about to take his kids to school. 
"Anlin! Linnis! It's time to go to school!"
"AWW! Can't we stay home? I don't want to go to school!" One of them cried.
"Er, you got no choice. You two want to get good jobs when you grow up? Yes? Then go to school!"
"Okay" the kid sounded, resigned.
He took them via his hovercar to school, where an administrator told him that it was getting very difficult to handle the kids; they were growing, physically and mentally, far faster than the norm. His son, Anlin, for instance, had only been in the system for two years and had already taken Calculus and was moving on to Four-dimensional Statistical Algebra. He wondered if he should move to his wife's home world. But there, there'd be guffaws about them developing too slowly. Oh well, he thought, zelba drek. Might as well stay here.
Then, he drove off to work. There, he began the days work... what there was of it, considering the low volume of his job. He attended a cabinet meeting, then went off to 'manage' his meager set of subordinates for a bit. He looked into a case involving a suspicious archeological dealer named Vash who wanted to exchange her latinum into quadloos, for whatever reason. Some business deal with multicolored brains? He wondered.
After a while,  he decided to call up and talk to some old acquaintances via the transspace radio. He talked to Tyralak first.
"Tyralak! How are you and Deanna doing?"
"We're doing okay, thanks. I've been named Praetor!"
"Good for you! You and Matt are going to have some interesting negotiations..."
"He's going to be President?"
"Yeah, there's no way Robert's going to win this."
"You never know."
"I suppose..."
While this conversation was going on, he noticed certain things in the background. There was Tyralak's 'A proud graduate of Donkey's Anonymous' certificate, and some uncleared breakfast dishes, including a 'Galaxy's #1 Psychologist' mug. 
After a while, their conversation ceased. Then, RayCav hailed.
"Raynor? How's things going!"
"Great, i shupposhe. I finally gotsh theshe damned robotic bugsh out of my shyshtem!"
"After all these years?"
"Yesh, after all theshe years, i'm finally cured!"
"Just shows to show you, never try to put the moves on a Borg."
"yesh, i shuposhe..."
After work, Daniel went home. On his way, he waved to his next-door neighbor, a peculiar recluse named Lal. She waved back, emotionally but slightly artificially.
After playing with his kids for awhile and eating dinner, he spent some time reading a dime-store novel. It was about what 'really' happened to Darth Phong's 'lost fleet', which left the galaxy years ago. It was an interesting read, if probably false.
Then, he went to bed, spent some time with his wife, and fell sound asleep.
(another loud flash - and Daniel is awake.)
Daniel/David was confused a bit. Was this the future? He wondered. Would he end up married, would Tyralak quit his habits, would they win? He didn't know. 
"David? You up? It's near time for departure!" Wouter/Hans stated.
"I'm awake, Hans. Just a sec." He answered.
. . . . . .
<at the evil lair of the trolls>
"I am evil. Bwahwahwahwa!" The Lord of the Trolls, Snubis, announced.
"So am I!" Announced Nenslo.
"You're nowhere near as evil as I am!" Snubis insisted.
"You try to go through a fucking animation torture test!"
"You try gang-raping a bunch of kids." 
"Fellow Trolls! Stand down! Save your anger for who it's needed!" announced the Ghost of Timothy Jones.
"Commie idiots in donkey costumes?"
"Sane people?"
"No. Denziens!" The Ghost of Timothy Jones disappears.
"Oh, yeah! Right!"
"I will take on these denziens, and i shall rule the Galaxy, as Emperor Xomicron I! I shall vanquish the forces of truth, justice, and the Americ.. er, Denzien, way!"
Snubis announced.
. . . . . .
(and one final 'revalation'...)
"I'm Pregnant!" cried RayCav.
"Really? Is that possible?" wondered Big Steve.
"No, it's not. Just kidding. I just wanted some attention. There's not enough me in this story. Wah!"
"Er, okay." Big Steve wonders how much RayCav had to drink last night, before he goes off and munches on a roast turkey for mid-afternoon snack. He didn't get much action, either. But was he complaining? No! Anyone who got attention usually made complete fools of themselves. Then, Big Steve walks into a garden rake, and is smaked in the head when the handle comes up, and falls over, unconsious.

Part XI forthcoming? 

(A note on these 'revelations' - it's sort of an epilogue to the whole storyline, which has been expanded to four stories. Here are the stories:
Ep 4: The New FUQ/ The New WTF? - The Trekkies and the Warsies fight it out in the ASVS universe, with the Baron providing parties and the trolls plotting to rule the galaxy.
Ep 5: The Trolls Strike Back / The Denziens Strike Back Harder: - The trolls briefly rule most of the galaxy. Then, their @$$E$ are handed to them by the denziens, both Trek and Wars.
Ep 6: The Return of the Trekkies: Too obvious from the title. Sorry, Warsies. better luck in some other person's fanfic.
Ep 7: All FUQed Up: What do Trek v. Wars stories lack? What about throwing in the ASVS-verse, with the trekkies and warsies gallivanting with (and sometimes, marrying) their fellows. 

Notes on this stuff:
1. Yes, it's pretty obvious who DanielSBen (my alter ego) marries, especially since the kids age quickly, she works for 'Doctor Zimmerman', the leola root porridge, and her powerful telepathy. Not to mention one of the kids, the girl, being named 'Linnis'. If you can't figure out who she is from that, someone else will. Or, watch an early Voyager ep, and watch a few sickbay scenes. No, i'm not proud. I didn't choose her. I dreamt this up, yes while i was asleep. At least she's the season-3/4 version, the one with actual hair. 
2. It's even more obvious who Tyralak and Kaz marry, as they were referred to by first name, Deanna and Mara, respectively. The 'World's #1 Psychologist' mug is also a clue. It's also pretty much decided who attempts to assimilate RayCav. Yes, I also dreamt this up, while i was asleep - except the part with RayCav, which i added because i thought it funny. Same with Tyralak quitting the donkey and crack habits. 
3. Other fun facts about 'All FUQed Up':
	- Commander Riker, Chakotay, Neelix, Tom Paris, and others will die early on. 
	- The Trek, Wars, and ASVS universes merge. It occurs in early 2374 trek-verse, just after ROTJ in Wars-verse, and a few years after Ep6 in ASVS-verse
	- Many redshirts die. So do stormtroopers.
	-Picard, Data, and Lore get together for an adventure. Some denziens might tag along for the ride.
	-Lal shows up. Darth Phong doesn't - he leaves the galaxy, along with Marina and their 'lost fleet'.
	-Lots of weird relationships, and Starfleet and the Imperial Fleet both adopt the 'Turbo-hexagrof' as a unit of measure.
4. Yes, Snubis is going to briefly reign. And he'll fall, and end up pretty badly beaten.
5. RayCav, you were in this. Not enough, maybe. But in it nonetheless. And making a total fool of yourself.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Part XI:
"FUBZARK! FUCK! FUCKERS! FUCKING! FU'GAT'Z! FUQERS! FUQZ! FUR-SPRAYERS! FUSHIT! FUT-G'TAA! ..." went Lt. Hit-Man. He was passing time in his 'isolation' by reciting every curse word, in English, Klingon, Ga'ataz, Orion, Imperese, and Slaqr, he knew, in alphabetical order. He was up to the FU's, and he'd been confined for what he guessed was about 20 hours. 
<You can stop insulting everything that moves now. You'd better get yourself cleaned up in the next 4 hours; you'll be returning to where you were before. But first, i'll give you a few revelations>
"WHAT THE FUCK DO YOU WANT FROM ME, YOU-"
<I'm just going to show you the past, the present, and the future. It might give you some insights into life at large, and at least may be of historical value>
"WHAT THE - "
<Sit back, relax, and enjoy the show. First, the past. For wit, a summary of Eps 1-3...>
*FBOOM*
. . . . . .
Darkness encompasses everything. Actually there isn't really any darkness, even, for there is nothing, nor even anything for there to be 'nothing'. Then, one day, bang! The universe was born. For countless eons, the universe was a dark, murky cloud of gas and silicon wiring, a lifeless land of which there was no life (yes, there is nothing, not even a bacterium). Then, Admin spoke "Let there be newsgroup!".
Worlds and stars and nebulae coalesced out of this primordial mess. Then, some point in the 1990s, the first sentient life appeared, suddenly. The first thing they began to do was squabble amongst themselves.
"STAR TREK RULES!" "STAR WARS IS BETTER!" "NO, B5 KICKS ASS!" "WAITASEC..." "FUQ THIS!"....
The universe was born.
Angry, alone individuals grouped together forming armed camps, planetary strongholds, and planned. Soon, the galaxy (for all this occurs in only one galaxy) was studded with thousands of rival empires and states. The United Federation of Planets, the Klingon Empire, the Galactic Empire, the Romulan Star Empire, the Cardassian Union, the New Republic, the Vorlons, the Daleks, the Ferengi Alliance, the Borg Collective, the Shadows, the Dominion, the Malons, the Cylons, ... the list was endless. These powers fought each other in fierce battles with their still primitive weapons - lasers, nuclear weapons, railguns, and artillery cannon, mounted on quaint starships that looked like tin cans with early FTL engines attached. 
>From this environment, the first Old Ones came about.
These ancients, with names like Phong and Strowbridge and Poe and Garak, came together at some point and decided some order was needed. They compiled their list of decrees and formed the "FAQ", the first codified index of laws, sometime around 1998. The old nations merged to form an almost anarchic soup of factions and substates, united by a limited codicil, which prevented complete disorder. 
The fierce fights died down slightly, giving the factions time to innovate. New, refined weapons came to be. Ships went from looking like tin cans to more elegant and/or imposing shapes. Soon, the designs of the ships came to resemble the ideals of the faction which built them. Some built ships that had an elegant, sculptural look; others favored the sleek and stark look of a bird of prey; still others went for huge ships of simple shapes, not beautiful but imposing.  Weapons and engines became more advanced. Force-shields were developed. Ships became faster, better, cheaper, and more numerous. Yet the galaxy seemed at relative peace, apart from the occasional argument on alliance tactics and the existance of a ethereal 'Q' being. 
"Ethereal? Is that all you can say about me?" Q asked.
<Sorry, your majesty sir ;-) - that's how some view you. Besides, here even you have little power against me, for i'm the author>
"Really, i can snap you out of - " 
<OH?>
Pzzt!
(Q vanishes)
<Carrying on...>
But not all was right in the Galaxy. For a despicable sort of being had evolved along with the others. The Trolls, they were called. Oh, they had many categories: political nuts, molestors, spammers, just plain loopys, trojan horses, and many other substrata have evolved, but one thing they have in common is their implicit evilness. They cause fierce arguments over worthless matters, attack and insult the innocent, raise havoc, engage in acts so disgusting that even pervs are sickened, etc. Boiled down, they're the most antagonistic force out there.
Not all trolls are united. But, on occasion, a leader would emerge among them, who would lead a majority of them. At first, there was none. But then, an individual named Timothy Jones came into being. His attacks, threats, and such were so enthralling to the bulk of the Trolls that he was chosen as the first Lord of the Trolls. He formented the Troll's wicked plan. First, they would 'ally' with one side of an argument. As they stuck to this, they would provoke the other side to battle. Then, the trolls would withdraw, allowing the stronger side to defeat the weaker side. Then, they would gather their strength and overwhelm the victors through mass attacks, leading to their rule of the galaxy.
The plan was set in motion. Timothy Jones set forth as a 'Friend' to the 'Trekkies', one of the two principal factions that had evolved in the galaxy. He publicly announced his alliance, and engaged in provoking attacks on the 'Warsies', the other, slightly larger, faction. His provocations angered the Warsies, pitted the Old Ones against each other, and set forth the Great War. After his forces set in motion, they fled and vanished, leaving the war in their wake. The battles were fierce. Many of the Old Ones died, or left the galaxy forever. For years, the battle appeared even. Then a Dark Lord of the Sith named Mike Wong appeared. He calculated numbers, designed new technology, and spent countless hours honing his powers. He used his overwhelming interest in number-crunching, better technology, powers, and ability to haul a huge workload with little other work or even sleep. His dedication was what brought the Warsies victory. Jones' plan was reaching close to fruition... but he hadn't counted upon the Warsies finding his hiding place. He was quickly bludgeoned, brought before Darth Wong, and killed slowly and painfully. 
The result of all this? A 'unified government' was put in place on Coruscant, led by the 'Lords Council', consisting of surviving Old Ones, mostly Warsies. Darth Wong took the title 'Lord Protector' and became the informal ruler of the bulk of the galaxy. He led with the help of guile, the control of most of the 'Lords Council', and loyalty from the massive Imperial Army and Navy. However, the Trekkies survived, and regrouped, largely under a new, younger generation. Sadly, while their leader was dead, the trolls still carried on as well...
<now, the present. Presenting, our comic relief group>
. . . . . .
(scene takes place in a hospital on Planet Erle. Why there? Why not?)
"Ohhh.... my head!" complained Big Steve. "I should never tempt fate like that again!"
"You think this is bad? I've got bumps all over my thinger and it hurts to pee!" complains the Baron.
"Ther thingsh ish Tshantokshifitesh! Ashk de docctror forsh treashtment for that." suggested RayCav.
"Okay. Tsantoksivitesh? Sounds simple enough to ask about." 
"Okay. Doctor? Do you have any treatment for Tsantoksivitesh? That's what i think i have."
a random Doctor appears and says. "Isn't that a liver disease? Your liver seems fine."
"No, it's not. It causes my thinger to get bumps and makes peeing painful."
"There are dozens of diseases which do that. Chlamidia, Walwritis, Andorian herpes, Dangontertine, Hepatitis-X, ..."
"Try Czantoksivite? Zantosivite? Zandantorite? Zandocivite?..."
"Those are a stomach infection common to Hutts, a gill disease in Tellarite mudfish, a treatment for Xaflan fever, and the present-progressive for an Orion term meaning 'Quisling'. None of which you could possibly have."
"...Zanzozivite? Tsanzokivite? Zanzazerite? Zangonivite?..."
"... worshipper of the Riikari sun god 'Zanzoz', a Dominion term for a follower of Karreman fire-herb therapy, a nail infection common on swampy worlds, and an amino-acid common in life on Galpyris VII..."
"... Zantoksiveth, Zantokivite, Zanxotivite, ...."
"... A cancer of the Orion escratio gland, Cardassian follower of Zantok's passive-aggressive defensive structure, and a follower of 'Zanxotivism' - perhaps the most hedonistic religion known...."
"Really? Can i join?"
"Only if you are a virgin..."
"Back to business. Zansatovite, Tshantsotivite, Tantosivitesh, Zandoxivite..."
"Kreel term for a Klingon targ's pancreas, a amoeba-carried disease that infects Andorian camels, the name of the Messiah in Yazhium mythology, and... a disease carried by belzerian sheep that is possibly an STD."
"That's it!"
"I told you sho!" Announced RayCav.
"Now you can be treated." The doctor ordered. "The treatment involves injecting you with 300 milli-gliptors of hexastrytorhymehpyineziphene, and soaking your member overnight in a mixture of rubbing alcohol, citric acid and vinegar."
"Youch!"  went the Baron. "I guess i'll go ahead with the treatment. But afterwards, i'll remember to kick RayCav in the ass. By the way, what are you doing here? You're not sick, are you?"
"Akshully, i am shick. Butt thatsh nott what i'm heresh forre. I'm gettingsh detoksh treatmentsh sho i can act normallysh."
Spyder popped in and announced "Whysh the hellsh wouldsh yoush posshibly doo thatsh? I'm drunksh alwaysh!"
"*sigh*" goes Big Steve. "This has 'long day' written all over it. Nurse, could i have a roast pig and a 10-pound bag of chips for lunch? Oh, and 30 aspirin?"  

<and now, the future. This takes place a long time hence...>
. . . . . .
President Amzer Troi-Huang wondered how times had changed. When he had been born, forty-two years ago, he'd been the only human-elven-ocampa-betazoid-romulan hybrid in existance. Even not counting his children, there were now thirty-six, plus twenty-four human-elven-ocampa-betazoid-vulcan hybrids. The galaxy had, until recently, prospered greatly with wealth, peace, freedom, and interspecies marriage and reproduction. But now, the terror attacks by the 'Children of the Empire' terrorist group were getting out of hand, with their destruction of Mercury and Yoris III. He called a cabinet meeting.
Robert Walper III, his defense minister, suggested that the attacks were caused by a radical cell personally led by Yuan Shimazaki, 'Darth Yuan', the most feared member of the Warsie organization. The man was a powerful Sith lord, much feared, and had committed unspeakable crimes in the past few years.
"We must finally put an end to this terrorist and fiends actions." announced the President.
Foreign Minister Mary Kim wondered if any of their intergalactic allies would join them. She postulated that the Andromedans might be worthwhile allies, but that the Neo-Empire in Galaxy X-33, led by Emperor Martin Nguyen, was likely to support the rebels.
The President responded. "We will fight this battle with the enemies at home and abroad. If the Neo-Empire decides to oppose us, we shall fight them. If they leave us alone, we shall do the same. Any allies who would aid us, we will welcome."
There were some murmurs among the cabinet members. The elderly but still capable Intelligence Minister Tuvok asked, 'Is such a policy needed outside our galaxy? Logically, the first place to find such terrorists is at home.'
"We do need to fight them within our realm. However, we must also find and destroy those who give them aid and comfort."
The Minister of the Treasury and Commerce, Grand Nagus Shmeek, suggested that 'if the enemies sources of weapons and latinum are cut off, their operations within our galaxy will be severely hampered.'
"This is a sensible precaution. Especially if you mean all currency, not just latinum."
'Indeed.'
Health and Welfare Minister Doctor Joseph Schweitzer Shmullus Zimmerman (aka HoloDoc) asked, 'Do you realize how many casualties such an extensive campaign against terror would be? We could see millions or more dead!'
Minister Walper retorted, 'we can commence security actions to prevent terror attacks before they start. we can use precautions to minimize innocent casualties and friendly fire. But we must find and destroy the cancer of terrorism in our society, or else it will destroy us."
Public Works Minister Lal stated 'The amount of resources this could use could result in critical programs being cut.'
'Worthless pork.' retorted Walper, 'Our society needs protection, not fancy government programs.'
'Our public works projects aren't worthless! You try - "
*Sigh* went the President. Another day in policy paradise. Deciding on the particulars of an issue was always much easier than actual implementation. People would argue over the smallest things. Oh well, the petty arguments are always the most difficult to solve, as his grandmother, Linnis Huang, had always liked to say...
. . . . . 
<There, Hit-Man. You still have three hours before you're released. Use them wisely>
"Why the FUCK did i have to sit through all that?" Hit-Man wondered.
<For the entertainment of the readers, and in the hope that you'd gleam something valuable.>
"What the F- ?" asked Hit-Man. 

Part XII forthcoming?

Notes: President Amzer Troi-Huang is of very mixed descent. The daughter of DanielSBen, Linnis (who was an adult by age 4), married Matt Huang and gave birth to a male child, who married the daughter of Tyralak. These were his parents. He is thus a mix of human, elven, ocampa, romulan, and betazoid. 
Defense Minister Robert Walper III is Robert Walper's grandson.
Foreign Minister Mary Kim is Harry Kim's granddaughter.
Yuan Shimazaki ("Darth Yuan") is the son of Kamazaki Shimazaki and Mara Jade.
Emperor Martin Nguyen is the grandson of Phong Nguyen ("Darth Phong"), and Marina O'Leary.
Lal, Tuvok, and HoloDoc are their Star Trek selves. 
Grand Nagus Shmeek is a generic Ferengi.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Part XII:
(also, 'on the account of popular demand...)
RayCav, for whatever reason, after leaving the hospital, decided to take his pleasure ship, the 'Perv', to Artemis VI, to take a nice walk through the jungle and possibly get DNA from the natives for clone production (he was, after all, a businessman, even if frequently drunk and a perv). He landed his ship, and began to walk around. 
A few hours later, he stumbled upon a village. That would be his biggest mistake. Within 30 seconds, a pair of 2-meter tall women muscled like bodybuilders had snared him, and were manhandling (womanhandling?) him, taking him to an oddly heavily armored hut (complete with barbed wire on the walls).
Next thing he knew, he was thrown into a dark, dank, hut. He tried to crawl through the thatch, but only managed to skewer his clothes on barbed wire. The ladies had even taken his wire-cutters, machete, and disruptor, so he couldn't get out that way. The door was barricaded, and he knew outside it would likely be one or more of the huge, muscled women armed with pikes or something even more deadly. He looked around the hut, seeing if there was a more adequate way of escape.
"There isn't any. I've tried." The only other person in the hut, ToolPackinMama, stated.
"How the hell did you get HERE, by any means?"
"I came to these women to spread the holy mantra of K/Sism. They weren't friendly. THEY CONSIDERED THE HOLY GOSPEL OF THE LOVE OF KIRK AND SPOCK TO BE INVALID! THE BASTARDS!"
RayCav sighed. Welcome to hell, he thought. He wondered how long he could stand it before he lashed out at her, possibly doing some pretty ugly deeds. 
. . . . . . .
Matt Huang wondered just what would happen next. So did Gralik. His ship was still half a day away, and Hit-Man had still not attacked. He was wondering what would happen...
"Found Ya, you fucking bastard!" went Lt. Hit-Man, who shot at Matt with a revolver. The bullet bounced off Matt's mithra armor harmlessly, although it did tear his shirt. 
"What kept ya, Hit-Man?" Matt answered, throwing a grenade at Hit-Man, who ran off and dodged it before it exploded.
"Some ass known as 'The Author' threw me in a 'Penalty Box' for me defending myself against his fucking insults!" Hit-Man fired his disruptor. Matt dodged, and a nearby tree was vaporized.
"Sounds really bad. How have you been holding out lately?" Matt asked, firing his phaser at Hit-Man. Hit-Man jumped, the phaser shooting 3 cm below his genitalia (so close...) and hitting a poor shrub in the branch, causing it to disappear from the face of the world.
"I'm Fucking Fine, i suppose. Things are holding out. I'm trying to get the galaxy's record and kill 5,000 people without using a ship." Ht-Man fired his disruptor again. It missed Matt by under 2 cm, and hit a poor sot named Zaltik who was walking around at random. Zaltik burst into flames.
"Yeah, sounds great. I think i'll go shopping for a new fighter, something to replace 'Uzi's Revenge'." Matt then lunges at Hit-Man with his dagger. Hit-Man parried with a bayonet, and then retreated to a few feet away, for more optimal firing of his blasters. 
"Sounds damn fine to me. I'd like a new fighter to, now that 'Slave Alpha' is gone. It'll need to have a cool name that strikes fear in the hearts of its enemies." Hit-Man shot his blasters at Matt, who dived to avoid it and shoved a grenade up Hit-Man's groin. Hit-Man spread his legs (causing the grenade to drop) and ran like hell, as did Matt (as in running like hell, not spreading his legs). 
"How about 'Fear-Master'?" Matt suggested, as he fired his phaser at Hit-Man yet again. 
"No, i'd like something a bit less fucking Englishy. I think 'Fearmeister' sounds kriffing great." announced Hit-Man, dodging and firing his blaster at Matt. 
Gralik was alarmed. "Guys, you're having a damned fine conversation for folks who are SHOOTING AT EACH OTHER!!!!!"
"SO?" Both asked. 
"It's how I operate, for kriff's sake." Hit-Man announced. "I like to talk to my victims."
"It makes sense, only i'm not a victim." announced Matt Huang. "And what does 'kriff' mean, anyways?"
"I dunno. Sounds like a good word in swearing." Hit-Man retorted, just before the fighting began again.
This has 'long day' written all over it, mused Gralik, getting into a bunkered position to avoid Zaltik's fate.
. . . . . . . . 
The SS Donkey Kong entered Coruscant orbit. The passengers and cargo got off it. David Eisenstein and Hans Valentin were among them... or was it Neil Chimes and Viktor Daan?  for that's what they were calling themselves now that they were off ship, and got accomadations at a cheap place to sleep.
Grax Inns were the immobile equivalent of tramp freighters, at least for the passengers. Bunks, three high, extended in rooms the size of high school auditoriums, carrying hundreds of people for only 11 AmeroEuroYens a night. These were a needed part of Coruscant, where for the hundreds of trillions who lived and travelled here, space was at a premium, even considering the fact that the whole planet was covered with a city that extended ten miles above ground and twenty below - some rumor more, in subterranian tunnels deep within the mantle, where rumors claim humanoid life evolved to withstand the great heat is supposed to have evolved. Of course, there is no way these rumors can be substantiated, as none have yet been seen. 
Anyway, Grax Inns are very cheap, and are plentiful. Plus, they have all the charm of a tramp freighter and more. There are no private rooms, so everyone knows who is sleeping with who - much to the consternation of the nuns who stay there. 
So 'Neil' and 'Viktor' arrive at a predesignated Grax Inn, and check in, along with their bodyguards, 'Miky' and 'Aziz' (formerly 'Kyle' and 'Sven', the redshirts). They put their luggage away, get to their bunks, and find a note saying, 'For a good time and a great bargain, travel to section 1353905354, level 384'. Now, these notes wouldn't raise suspicion, because most assume these are notes from prostitutes. Now, it was good to think that, but Neil, Viktor, Mike, and Aziz were not going to be visiting prostitutes.
After a quick lunch at the local Orthanc Burger, they headed for the location. There, they found another note saying 'Watch your back and head for level -954, section 17344563. There, the lowest place shall become the highest state of being.' Now, you'd think this is from either a Buddhist monk or a drug dealer, but it's not. After gassing up their hovercar, they travel on to level 950, the lowest level with hovercarways. Then, they headed onward on foot. On the way, Miky was eaten by a Glorbian Yalx. Now, Miky did not die; Glorbian Yalxes do not eat humanoids for food. After about two years inside the Glorbian Yalx, Miky will be reborn as an infant Glorbian Yalx. But for all intents and purposes, Aziz is the only redshirt left.
There, they met with a being in a spacesuit, who looked like a human being plated in basalt (inside the spacesuit, of course). He said 'Come with me to meet the Lord.' They followed him into yet another vehicle....
. . . . . . 
Vash wondered what the hell was going on. She had sought transport on a Karrema freighter to get from one lucrative archeological dig to another under an assumed identity. The ship entered the wormhole, heading from the Gamma Quadrant, heading for Ferenginar before going to Triacus VI. While in the wormhole, something... odd, happened. The wormhole started changing into rainbow colors, started spinning, and began to look increasingly like a tie-dyed t-shirt made by hippies on acid. The ship shook like mad before it exited.... nowhere near DS9. Before anyone could say anything, an improbably huge ship approached....
"This is Lord Graeme Dice commanding the Imperial Star Destroyer Hyperventilator. Unknown vessel, state your designation and prepare for imperial inspection, or be subject to impoundment immediately."
"Oh, shit." went Vash. 
Part XIII forthcoming?
Notes: Yes, this was pandering to RayCav, Wouter, and Matt, who seem to consist the bulk of my replying audience now.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Part XIII:
.... Neil, Viktor, and Aziz (elsewhere known as DanielSBen, Wouter, and a random redshirt) travelled with an unnamed being into a strange-looking vehicle. Neil asked, "Where are we headed?"
The being replied, 'lower'.
Viktor insisted, 'But isn't this the lowest level?'
The being replied, 'you will see.'
They entered the craft,and belted in as it launched. The being stated 'atmospheric controls in this craft have been set to your standard - or 76 tazq nitrox atmosphere at 32 degrees polystandard.' 
'I am assuming where we are going this will be different'. Viktor assumed.
'Yes. Approximately 5,678 tazq, where there is any air, set at about 1,300 degrees polystandard. Containing mainly carbon dioxide and gaseous minerals such as brimstone.'
'Where would such an environment exist on Corusc... oh!' Viktor added in, when he saw what was happening.
The vehicle travelled forward on its tracks for a little while, then a set of blades emerged on the front end. The craft began to drill into a rock wall, and tilted downward. As the craft travelled at a speed of about 11 hexagrofs per second (quite fast for a craft drilling into solid rock). After a point, they arrived on what appeared to be a prepared road slanting downward, with a sort of forcefield lock through which they passed. They looked at the rock they saw. It started dark grey, then increasingly turned first black, then red. The tracks retreated and a tungsten propeller emerged when the craft reached liquefied rock. The vehicle ran through the hot magma like a submarine. A massive creature passed ominously close.
'A Mantle Actic Eel. They naturally live in this environment. They are incapable of eating this craft.' went the being.
'Doesn't make me feel that much better.' Neil insisted. 'How could such a creature even exist in this environment? Sounds too much like a Verne novel to me.'
'Life in this environment is plated with a thick basalt-tungsten shell capable of resisting nearly 6,000 tazq pressure and 1,500 degrees polystandard, and their internal organs are kept at much higher internal pressures than norm to allow supercritical water to circulate as a sort of gaseous blood.This form of life would be unable to survive at surface temperature and pressure.'
'Ooookkkkaaaayyyy.' Neil said.
The craft continued for a while until it began to rise and 'surfaced' at an area of what appeared to be a cavern air pocket. Their craft docked with a heavily fortified module.
'this craft has docked with an area at regular temperature and pressure. There you will find whom you seek.'
'Thank you.' Viktor said. They walked in. 
On their way, they looked out a window. There were humanoids,  similar to the being who escorted them (but without a spacesuit... or clothes. Any clothing would probably catch fire or crumple to ash in such an environment). Younger ones, apparently children, ran around. A few actually dove into the magma and started swimming, as if they were playing on a beach and the magma was merely water.
'My God.' Neil entered. 'They really live in this environment.'
'Lord Edam de Fromage will see you now.' the being said. They entered a room...
. . . . .
'Unknown vessel, identify yourself and .' Lord Graeme Dice repeated.
The vessel's civilian captain stated. 'This is the Karreman freighter PlotDevice. We were unaware of the existance of your government here; however, we will submit to your government's inspection procedures.'
'Unaware of our....? Are you from another galaxy, by any chance? The Empire kriffing rules this one!'
'Must be so. We're from the Dominion in the Gamma Quadrant of the Milky Way Galaxy.' 
'Never heard of it. Lower your shields and submit to an imperial inspection team led by myself. Any actions taken against us will lead to your ship's destruction by the Hyperventilator.'
'Understood.'
(five minutes later)
A group of stormtroopers marched around the PlotDevice, led by a few Imperial Officers, as well as Lord Graeme, walking around with a bobby pin. They impounded nearly half the ship's cargo, due to the nature - contraband, as well as a 5% imperial inspection fee, plus anything unsanitary, or any computers with suspicious mp3 files. Then, they moved on to the passengers. They came upon Vash..
'There are several archeological items - obviously contraband. Also, the quarters are an absolute mess, and your shoes are on crooked.' noted Lord Graeme.
'Why the fuck would you care if my shoes are on crooked?!?!?! It's none of your damned business!'
'Well, well.' Graeme added, smacking his bobby pin lightly on his hand twice. 'Add in insulting an imperial official. If you excuse me, you'll have to come with us.'
Vash punched the guy in the face. Graeme staggered back, nearly knocked unconsious by the blow. 
'Guards!' he yelled. Two stormtroopers barrelled in, firing their blasters. Their aim was terrible, and it didn't stop Vash from pummeling one of them into a wall, but it gave Lord Graeme some time to get back up and smack Vash in the head with his bobby pin. This knocked her out cold.
'And add in assaulting an Imperial officer, assaulting a Stormtrooper, and getting my shirt all messed up. Take her away. Also dock an extra 3% from the ship's cargo, for medical expenses to myself and the stormtrooper.' They left for the Hyperventilator.
. . . . .
"SPOCK AND KIRK WERE FUCKING EACH OTHER THAT NIGHT ON STAR TREK 2! I CAN PR- - OW! OW! YEOW~!' went ToolPackingMama, as RayCav, fed up with her past four hours of tirades, began to smack her against the hut's barbed walls. Then, he knocked her unconcious with a few quick blows. To add insult to (her) injury, he began to commit unspeakable acts against her...
'Congratulations, man-being.' Went a nearby Amazon. 'You have simultaneously diminished a major annoyance to us and committed a crime sufficient for us to execute you for it.' 
'Er, pardon if i don't thank you so much....' went RayCav. He was concerned what would happen next, especially when two Amazons began to drag him from the hut...
. . . . .
Vash was unconsious for the moment. Yet she still realized that something was off here....
<indeed. You really shouldn't be here>
'Who the hell are you and why do you say that?' She asked.
<I'm 'the Author'. And you're here early. Your buddies, at least most of them, are still in another dimension. Or something>
"Huh?"
<You won't be seeing your old pal Jean-Luc for awhile, that's what it means. You're stuck here.>
"Let me go back you -"
<Er, I can't. Although I could let you join Q here if you want> (a little sno-globe appears, with Q in it, anxiously trying to get out by banging on the walls)
"Holy Cr-"
<Er, please, not too much with the swear words. You're here because of a condemned man's wish. Remember that> (the sno-globe disappears, the Author ceases to speak, and Vash is left, still dreaming/unconsious, to herself>
"Huh? What was that all about?" Then the Author reappeared, but only for a moment...
. . . . .
Lt. Hit-Man and Matt Huang were busy shooting at each other while politely talking to each other, as Gralik ducks and hides. Suddenly, something happens. They all start to peacefully fall asleep....
DanielSBen (nee Neil), Wouter Valentijin (nee Viktor), and a redshirt were approaching Lord Edam de Fromage when, they, too, lay down and fell asleep...
Commander Raynor RayCav was being manhandled (womanhandled?) by a pair of beefy Amazon women when they all fell asleep...
Lord Kazuaki Shimazaki was meeting a bunch of other Warsie lords when he, too, fell asleep...
Lord Graeme Dice was on the Hyperventilator when he fell asleep as well...
Darth Wong, Darth Phong, Marina, and every other warsie also fell asleep...
Tyralak and SHAKKMaster were on the Psionax when they, like every other trekkie, even Robert Walper, fell asleep...
The Baron was on his sheep farm when he also went asleep....
Big Steve and Ta' fell asleep as well...
'Emperor Xomicron I' is having troll-planning sessions with nenslo and a bunch of other fellow trolls when they, too, fell asleep...
Kaiser Wilhelm III, President Chester A. Arthur, Robert Kolker, Matt Giwer, John Leonhart, Juliana, Natalie, Wickeddoll, Bozo the Evil Klown, Raymond Speer, and a helluva lot of other folks with absolutely no business here also fall asleep....
Vash and ToolPackinMama, of course, were both already unconsious...
. . . . .
Why in God's name is everybody falling asleep at this time?
Tune in to Part XIV, if it's ever coming, to find out!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Part XIV:
(All the various characters who had just fallen asleep found themselves in an auditorium)
<Welcome, characters. You are here for a dream session with your Author.>
They murmured amongst themselves, 'Waitasec' 'What the FUQ?' 'You kriffing BASTARD!' 'What is this, man-being?', 'Huh?', 'whoa there? AUTHOR? Is this a story?' 'Oh my God!' 'what this be? mad are you?' 'KIRK AND SPOCK ARE GAY L-' 'You look kinda like me, don't you?' 'Who are you?' 'This is odd' 'Where are my sheep?' 'What am I doing here' 'Is this a zionist conspiracy?' 'Is this someone's idea of a joke?' 'what the heck is going on?' 'I'm thirsty!'  'Demo-SLUTS ARE EVIL!' 'REPUBLIKKKANS ARE EVIL' 'Die, troll, die!' 'Where are we?' ' Where's the bathroom?' 'Where's the crack counter?' 'Am i communicating with my subconsious here?' 'What the fuck?' 'aww! i want to watch a movie!' 'I wish i read the FAQ' 'Er, Daniel, Is this your idea of a joke-'
<Uhm, John, a word with you after this. Everyone else, forget what he just said>
"We forgot what John just said." they said, montononously (except John, of course).
<I am about to give you something few characters in any fanfic get: a glance into your future emotions. I'm not letting you see the future; that would ruin it for everybody. Just your emotions. Think of it as a 'spoiler'.>
"WHAT NOW, YOU KRIFFING -"
<Er, Hit-Man, easy. You don't want to be thrown in the Penalty Box again, do you? No? Then shut up!>
<Now everyone, your going to go to sleep, or rather, further into sleep. Your chairs will ease back as you lose consiousness. After your dream ends, feel free to peruse the Gift Shop, buy popcorn at the machine, go to the bathroom or water fountain, or watch a short, fluffy movie in the theater next door before you wake up. You will be unable to wake anyone up here while you do so; they shall wake on their own. Thank you, and enjoy the show. Except you, John. Aside for a moment, please...>
. . . .  . . . . . 
<Note to readers: 'Mixed emotions' refers to a faze of less important emotions; ones that aren't as important, plot-wise. usually fear, excitement, horror, pleasure, happiness, sadness, and a bunch of others>
DanielSBen felt fear, excitement, horror, pleasure, and a ton of other emotions fly past. Then, they were shattered by pain. There was recovery, then a further mix of emotions - before a feeling of joy and adulation - as if a great battle had been won. A similar sensation emerged sometime after, through a long faze of mixed emotions, as great but tinged with a sort of worry. Then, a period of mixed emotions, then coming through with confusion and wonder, which soon faded, as something new approached. Love. He felt it continue through a long period of time, even as the other emotions faded; the wildness of the former emotions was gone. For a long time, this was the standard. Then, a feeling of loss and grief, a bit of despair, of weariness of life, then finally pain before he felt nothing. That was when he woke up...
Matt Huang felt a similar mix of emotions, less scarred by pain. He finally felt love, somewhat later than DanielSBen had. His emotions did die down, as well. He felt responsibilities bear on him; he could handle them. This was a long dream; filled with a mix of lesser emotions before they became entirely confused and somewhat deranged, even then love lasting, before nothing. Then, he woke up..
Through the chaff of lesser emotions, Wouter felt a brief bit of passion before a quick pain came before things faded to nothing. Then, he woke up...
Tyralak felt oddly uneasy for a time; small pains were there, followed by joy and satisfaction, followed by more small pains. Then, his life felt a major shock as emotions of fear and anger tinged ever with uneasiness rocked briefly through him; this followed with pain, then acceptance, then gladness, than finally love. He felt power and responsibility through age. It was a long dream, tinged ever with the feeling of acceptance of something new (or rejection of something old, perhaps?); pain and sorrow seemed to come near the end of the middle part. He finally woke up after feeling the bearing of the years crush him like an anvil...
Lt. Hit-Man didn't feel much, or for long. After a bit of cold determination, wicked pleasure, and psychotic anger, he felt a short pain before it faded to nothing. 'What a gyp', he thought, as he woke up...
Vash's dream was long and eventful. Confusion, panic, and worry gave way to happiness and opportunity. A brief pleasure, a brief loss, before long more of the usual... fast thrills, struggles, short pleasure and equally short pain; life was as usual... for her. The end was as eventful as the rest. Then, she woke up...
Commander Raynor RayCav felt quixotic emotions; a semi-psychotic love seemed to surge through them. Everything was weird... until they weren't. He felt oddly normal; only the normal mix of love and ordinary emotions. Then, they went crazy again, becoming even worse than before; truly deranged at the end. Then, he woke up...
Lord Kazuaki Shimazaki felt defeat and despair, but it wasn't the end of him. He endured enough to find love of an unusual sort; years went by of struggle, of excitement and fear, of a terrifying yet exciting darkness. The end was with a bang, not a whimper. Then, he woke up...
Felt SHAKKMaster strange. Pain, loss, pleasure, excitement, happiness, saddness, mixed together all. Fast end came; pain there was. Woke up, then...
Around the same time SHAKKMaster felt his end was when Lord Graeme and many other Warsie lords did. some felt it sooner, when Wouter did. They then woke up...
Enigma felt pervy, as usual. Then, he felt great pain from an explosive event. It died down, before more perviness, then a quick end. Then, he woke up...
The Baron felt his pervy pleasures while pains increasingly mounted up, until one of them shattered him. His emotions went completely wild and deranged before the end. Then, he woke up...
Darth Phong and Marina both felt defeat, then they felt the rigors of a journey. They felt wonder and hope, then love, all tinged with possible venegance. Their ends were a long ways away. Then, they woke up...
A bunch of trolls felt happiness, before all of them felt a grisly, amazingly painful end. Then, they woke up...
ToolPackinMama felt her usual zeal, as she was pummeled with pain before the end. Then, she woke up, preaching her sermons of K/Sism all along...
Many had very quick ends.... Many didn't. 
. . . . .
<Er, John, you're the only one here who knows who I am. Not even 'me', aka DanielSBen, knows.>
"Err... Okay."
<Don't mention it to anyone, okay? Oh, and while you're waiting for everyone to wake up and head for the movie, here's a Playstation, 70" tv screen, and Final Fantasy 11 for you to play>
"Cool." He goes off and plays...
. . . . .
<Thank you everyone. The exits are in the back. Have a nice rest-of-night>
As they 'woke up', everyone filed out of the auditorium heading for the popcorn machine, the bathroom, the water fountain, etc. Before entering a crowded movie theater to watch 'Tsar Drawers', a comedy about a bunch of Russian Noblemen including Tsar Vader and a boyar named Chekov...
. . . . .
What goes on in the 'movie theater'? Will they ever wake up? What is the Kaiser doing here? Will ToolPackinMama ever let up? What do these emotions mean? find out when Part XV comes, assuming it's forthcoming... 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Part XV:
(Almost every character in existance - except minor redshirts like Sanj or Aziz - is gathered at a movie theater, watching 'Tsar Drawers' and chatting amongst themselves about their 'dreams', the emotional experience)
"Wow. That's all I have to say about this. And I'm not talking about this stupid comedy." DanielSBen said.
Tyralak noted "Dang! Now THAT was a trip you don't get from crack or acid."
Lt. Hit-Man yelled "What a kriffing gyp! I felt just like i fucking normally do!"
"Now what the hell was that?" asked Vash. 
Wouter said "I feel like a condemned man for whatever reason. And enjoying it all the while..." (hint! hint!)
"This weird be. Normal feeling not. Crazy, is this. Wonder wake up, if I, soon?" asked SHAKKMaster.
"hunh?" was all RayCav had to say. "I just went from the Amazon jungle to a movie theater, by way of a bunch of emotions? Call Sigmund Freud, anyone? I think my Id is trying to tell me i'm fucking nuts."
Enigma and the Baron both asked "Is somebody subtly telling us 'perviness doesn't pay'? I HOPE NOT!"
ToolPackinMama noted "KIRK AND SPOCK ARE GAY L-" before being shut up by the Author.
"THAT WAS FUCKING STUPID! WHY THE FUCKING HELL W-" yelled Snubis before being thrown out of the movie theater.
"What is this about, man-beings?" asked an Amazon.
Matt Huang wondered just what the whole range of emotions really meant...
. . . . . .
(a while later)
"Do I know you?" asked DanielSBen.
"Er... maybe." replied John Leonhart. "My name's John Leonhart. But you can call me Link."
"Oh yeah! you were the Atom Ant's giant sidekick in the last movie!"
*sigh* "This is going to take awhile..."
. . . . . . .
<PLEASE. NO SCREWING IN A CROWDED MOVIE THEATER! GET A ROOM, YOU TWO!> yelled the Author at a couple with loose morals. 
. . . . . . .
'Ha ha ha. that Chekov sure is funny. Look how he managed to bungle the Tsar's dinner order!'
'It'll be a wonder if he isn't executed.'
'Nah. Besides, i think the Tsar is amused by the cleaved-rubber chicken and fried lice.'
'Hmph! He is. He's just made Chekov his new court jester!'
'I was right. Yee-haw!'.
'Now their going to meet the Kaiser....'
'What, me?' asked Kaiser Wilhelm III. 
. . . . . .
"How was your kriffing dream?" asked Hit-Man, as he landed a punch on Matt Huang.
"It was... weird. And interesting." replied Matt Huang, as he kicked Hit-Man.
"Mine was a fucking gyp. Fushit! All it was what what i ordinarily felt, for zanzoz's sake!" yelled Hit-Man, blocking the kick.
<GUYS. NO FIGHTING IN THE MOVIE THEATER!>
"Awww Man!"
. . . . . . .
"Er, I'm Wouter."
"I'm Vash. Why the heck are you introducing yourself to me?"
"Some odd feeling or another."
"Hmph, might as well say i have an odd feeling about this, too."
. . . . . . .
"So... you're really a medievel re-enactor and an anime cartoonist from Burton V, not a superhero?"
"Yeah. What are you?"
"A resistance leader and a starship captain from Kendall II."
"Good. I'm glad we got over that misconception. I hate Atom Ant!"
"Okay. I'm sorry. I have a trick question for you: are you insane?"
"Yes."
"You know, you're the only person I know that would ever answer 'yes' to such a question. You're probably not insane, are you?"
"Yes."
"I suppose. Just one more question: Does 2 + 2 = 5?"
"Yes."
"Are you just saying 'yes' for the hell of it?'
"Yes."
They (DanielSBen and John Leonhart) are interrupted by Matt Huang, who announces:
"I have the funniest feeling I'll end up marrying your daughter..."
DanielSBen resoundly concludes, "You wouldn't dare!"
. . . . . .
Soon after, the movie concludes. Chekov ends up spilling speghetti sauce all over the Tsar's clothes and is banished to Siberia, where he manages to run away to China and become a travelling monk, setting the stage for "Tsar Drawers 2: The Wrath of Khanov". Not long after, everyone starts to wake up...
. . . . . . 
What will happen next? Will RayCav escape the execution pits of the Amazons? What is this odd feeling Wouter and Vash have? What is Darth Wong thinking right now? Will DanielSBen's new friend be doing anything? What's Kaiser Wilhelm doing here from SHWI? And when will Amy be worked in?
Find out in Part XVI, assuming it's forthcoming!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Part XVI:
Daniel, Wouter, and Lord Edam woke up on the floor of the meeting room they'd been in. (if you haven't read part XIII, you should know they are in a sealed compartment in the mantle of Coruscant). Aziz the redshirt, a random Bolian, and a pair of spacesuited beings whose native environment is the mantle of Coruscant were waiting.
"Uh... how long were we out?" Lord Edam asked.
"About eight hours." the Bolian replied.
"Now... what were we to talk about?" DanielSBen asked.
Lord Edam suggested, "We are here to discuss the resistance movement."
"Ah, yes." Wouter demurred. "Matt Huang was sent to aquire a planetkilling device, which we estimate to be nearly as powerful as the Death Star itself. We've gained a new member: SHAKKMaster, just as you asked. He's being sent with Ty to an HQ facility." 
Lord Edam replied "That's good. How many ships do we have on our side?"
DanielSBen said, "Forty-seven capships, and a few thousand corvettes, fighters and shuttles, not counting your foces. A vast improvement, but not enough."
"Yes, since there are sixty-nine ships of Star Destroyer size or above, let alone factoring in Nebulon-B's. And at least ten times as many fighters and shuttles as we have."
"But no corvettes?"
"Nope. But we still have a strong disadvantage here."
"Indeed."
"Now, a question: who are these beings who live here?"
"They are native to this environment. Most have lived this way for years. A few are Trekkies from the old days who went underground and genetically engineered themselves to this place. They're actually a good source of raw materials for our movement. There are huge taps of unmined ore here, which is nonexistant near the surface. Plus, there's no need to heat the stuff much for refining: it's already liquefied!" 
"That's scientifically sensible..."
The Bolian cried out, "We have some sort of craft approaching! It's hailing us!"
"That's not one of our vessels!" Cried out Lord Edam. 
"This is Lord Mark Shepperd of the Mantle Destroyer Corebuster. Trekkie Station, please allow us to dock with you immediately and impound all personnel and equipment here. Or else we will open fire."
"Put on these suits! Quick!" yelled Lord Edam.
DanielSBen, Wouter, and the Bolian put suits on and activated them. Aziz wasn't quite fast enough when the first shots cracked the shell protecting the facility, and the native environment rushed in. Aziz the redshirt simultaneously imploded and burned as the 5,678 tazq pressure and the 1,300 degrees polystandard native to the mantle took their toll on him.
 They rushed out, and rushed to grab phaser rifles, but they had all melted. Thankfully, the space-suited Stormtroopers they were coming against also couldn't use their weapons, either (hint: very huge temperatures and pressures are not good for plastic weapons like phasers or blasters). Neither did Lord Shep. However, there were hundreds of them (including a dozen non-stormtroopers, including Shep). And they were 3 humans, a bolian, and a few dozen natives. Before long, 47 stormtroopers were dead, but so was the Bolian; and DanielSBen, Wouter, and Lord Edam were captured.
(On the Mantle Destroyer)
"Lord Edam de Fromage, I see you're involved in this wicked conspiracy. Just as Darth Wong suspected. I see you have some friends here. Your names would happen to be..." asked Lord Mark Shepperd.
"Neil Chimes" said DanielSBen.
"Viktor Daan" said Wouter.
"Okay, Neil, Viktor, Lord Edam, you are all under arrest for plotting against the active government, meeting in a shielded facility in a regulated location unauthorized by the Coruscant Zoning and Regulations Board, treason, illegal trespass, mutiny, libel, slander, and because you're trekkies so nyaa nyaa. You will be impounded in a secure facility while you await charges and convictions. You may also be interrogated for information regarding your fellows. Lord Edam, you will almost certainly be executed. Neil, Viktor, you two do have a slim chance at life, and I do mean slim. Come this way please."
"This isn't looking good." said Wouter/Viktor.
. . . . . . . .
Commander Raynor RayCav woke with a splitting headache. He also noticed that, unlike before his unconsiousness, when he had been manhandled (womanhandled?) by a pair of 2-meter tall, muscular amazon women, they were not, in fact, holding him (they were on the floor, only just waking up), and they didn't have their spears either. Since even he could put two and two together and make five (or was it three?), he got up as fast as he could, coldcocked both Amazons near him, and picked up a nearby stone dagger. He then started to look for a possible route of escape. 
He began to search for his communicator and disruptor. With them, he could truly hold his own against them, not to mention contact his ship and beam the hell out of this hellhole. Hiding in the trees to avoid the Amazons, he finally came upon the hut where, through a tiny thatch window, he could see the glint of his weapons. The window was too small for him to crawl through, and it would take too long to cut through the hut (especially without being detected), so the only way through was via the door, which was being guarded by an absolutely gorgeous Amazon, somewhat shorter than the others (but still pretty darn tall); He decided that he didn't want to kill the woman. Besides, she could be an asset to him (wink, wink). So, he decided to capture her. Swooping down from the trees, he quickly ran up to the Amazon and held the knife to her throat. A few nearby Amazons got spears but he said, 'If you even think about throwing one of those at me, she gets it, even if you do manage to miss her', as he was using her as a shield AND holding a dagger to her throat. He then walked backwards, holding her in front of him, into the hut, grabbed the communicator and said, 'RayCav to shipl; lock on to my location; two (plus a disruptor) to beam up!'. He and the woman disappeared....
. . . . . . . .
Snubis, 'Emperor Xomicron I', formulated his plans for conquering the Galaxy. He looked at the plans for the clone factory in approval. For years, the Warsies had used such devices to produce Stormtroopers, inept but cheap and plentiful soldiers who were usually smarter and more reliable than droids but were high-attrition. The trolls decided to take this to the next level, and start cranking out trillions of their number for use in all theaters of operation. Their victory was inevitable: for trolls, even moreso than Stormtroopers (or Redshirts, the trekkie's equivalent, who are not clones but are hired from individuals who are suicidal, want to disappear, are risk-takers,  stupid, naive, or are simply poor and want their families to get decent benefits), numbers was the key to victory. These trillions of trolls would hugely outnumber the Stormtroopers, and even more hugely outnumber the Redshirts. Therefore, they would win. It was only a matter of time...
. . . . . . . .
John Leonhart was looking around on Coruscant, for whatever reason. For whatever reason, he also suspected that something interesting was going to happen soon, he didn't know what...
. . . . . . . .
"Yow! owowowowowowowowowow!" goes the Baron, who has not learned his lesson yet (and probably never will).
. . . . . . . .
Matt Huang woke up, ready and willing to continue fighting. So did Hit-Man. Gralik cowered, just as before. Thus, came part II of their match...
"Ya know, that movie was kriffing stupid, the dream was a waste,  and the popcorn was horrendous." said Hit-Man, lobbing a grenade at Matt.
Matt dodged, and said, "The movie was a light piece of fluff. Though I liked the popcorn, and the dream was... much more interesting than the movie.", as he fired his phaser at Hit-Man.
After dodging the phaser blast, Hit-Man added "You must've kriffing had a completely different fucking dream than I had. Or, for zanzoz's sake, you must be a completely different fu'bartz'ing person than I am, and you'd be a total kriffing petaQ, not to mention a lam be' or perhaps the Zeus-damned antithesis of a mensch. Fushit! Anyone who'd believe such asine poppycock is probably a kriffing crossdresser. Please tell me you had a fucking different dream than I did." Hit-Man said, firing his blasters several times at Matt all the while.
Matt, dodging several times said "My dream was long and eventful, full of love, mystery, and all sorts of stuff.", as he fired again, and missed.
"My dream was kriffing short and fucking ordinary for me!" Hit-Man complained as he fired again. "Thank Woden it's fucking different. Or else I'd probably kill much more painfully than I kriffing will now." and he fired yet again.
"Geez, you're so focused on killing." Matt said, as he fired yet again.
"It's my life. I'm a hired assasin. If I didn't kill people, I'd be out of work." Said Hit-Man, firing again and again.
Gralik cried, "For the love of Zanzoz, stop! I mean, look at all the corpses of innocent bystanders around you that were hit in the crossfire! Take your fight somewhere else, if you must!"
"Why the hell would I kriffing care?" asked Hit-Man. "It's just more notches on my belt."
"And I don't worship the Riikari sun god, so I can't stop 'for the love of Zanzoz'." replied Matt Huang, and the fight was on again.
Gralik groaned, and crawled back into his shelter.
. . . . .
Will Matt's and Hit-Man's senseless gun-fight ever end? Will DanielSBen, Wouter, and Lord Edam escape the throes of the the Empire? Will Vash? How does John Leonhart fit into this? Will the dastardly trolls continue their blasted plan of conquest? And what is RayCav going to possibly do with an Amazon woman?
Find out in Part XVII, assuming it's forthcoming! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Part XVII:
(The setting: the Perv, the personal vessel of Commander Raynor RayCav. Specifically, in the quarters he has specifically prepared for his new 'guest'). 
"Let me out of here! Let me get off this fucking metal can!" Yelled the former Amazon, who made a rather decent dent in the wall with her fist.
"Suit yourself. There's an airlock not too far from here. But remember, there's nothing to breathe out there. Nor is it particularly healthy for humans to step out of a ship travelling at 5 turbo-hexagrofs per hour. I don't want to see you get torn to shreds."
"What the hell do you want with me, you -!" she retorted, making a dent in the wall the size of her fist.
"Easy, easy, taking it out on the poor wall isn't going to get you any closer to your homeworld. You're stuck here. And I don't intend to sell you or make you do slave labor. I won't even ask you to do anything nasty. At least, not yet." He said with a smirk. "By the way, what's your name again? Mine's Raynor."
"My name is -"
(bum-da-bum)
" - Amy, you bastard!" Amy yelled, making the dent in the wall big enough to fit a baseball mitt.
. . . . . . . .
DanielSBen, Wouter, and Lord Edam were thrown into a dark, cold dungeon. They noticed through the tiny window that they were on a high tower, a hundred stories from the rooftops of most of the buildings on Coruscant. The view was spectacular.... too bad you couldn't crawl through the window, besides there was a forcefield, keeping them in their place. But the folks who built this did have a flair for the dramatic, and there was also a big, metal door which kept them in. 
"Geez, these folks want us to feel small. They could've thrown us in a respectable brig. Instead, they choose thick stone and metal. Despite the fact that they could just use forcefields. Plus, they should've kept us separately, not in a barracks. This place would actually be roomy, if they didn't cram all of us in here..." DanielSBen remarked.
"You're telling ME?" asked Vash, who was also in the same cell, for some godforsaken reason (plot contrivance, what else?)
"Have we met?" Asked Wouter. 
Vash replied.... "I think so, at some sort of movie theater. Boy, that sure was strange. Even weirder than those time-travelling Vorgon terrorists...."
"Well, now that we have met again...."
"Grumble!" went Lord Edam. "Please, some of us in here are trying to SLEEP. Screwing around, talking about the construction of this cell, and somesuch make something called 'noise'. It prevents me from sleeping. Please, if you guys want to continue on this, be QUIET!"
"Err, okay." whispered Wouter. 
Vash replied "Besides, screwing around in a fucking barracks isn't something i've ever wanted. Assuming i'd do it with any of you...."
"Really?"
"Yeah, really, flyboy. Although on second thought, it might be nicer if I knew any of you better...."
"Oh! yeah!"
"SHUSH!" goes Lord Edam. "EITHER BE QUIET OR GO TO SLEEP!"
"Grumble" whispers everyone else.
. . . . . . .
John Leonhart was strangely compelled to do a little breaking and entering soon. Call it his Jedi sense or something, but he wanted to knock down a few walls. Why, he didn't know. He hefted his huge sword, and wondered what to do next...
. . . . . . .
On a distant planet, the Trolls began their first attack. Over 300 million trolls, the first clone batch, were landed on DODworld, a world dominated by Imperial Germany. Now, the trolls are individually not very effective, and due to cloning problems varied in size, from toddler-size to T-rex-size. They were a swarm mass, however. They attacked like swarms of angry bees upon the populace, who could only amasse a tiny fraction of this for an army. Before long, they had reached Berlin, and had found the Kaiser, who was meeting with the US President.
"Please cease and desist your combat operations. We are prepared to negotiate!" said President Chester Arthur. 
"Me no care negotiate." Said Ray Fischer, one of the trolls. "Me kill you!" he said, as he threw Chet into a wall, knocking him unconsious. Then, he came upon Kaiser Wilhelm III.
"I am your Kaiser! Cease and desist this unlawful action at once! We -" he said, before Ray Fischer tore him in two, put Chet in between the two pieces, and ate the result.
"Mmmm... all-American Sandwich on a Kaiser roll. Delicious!" said Ray Fischer. 
The operation was an overwhelming success for the trolls. Sure, 230 million trolls had died, either from war battle or from cannibalism. However, the world's entire armies, totalling 50 million, and about 30 million government officials and innocent civilians were dead; the whole rest of the world was enslaved. Promising individuals were selected to become new trolls, while the world's industrial capacity was harnessed to produce more troll clones. They began to be cranked out in the hundreds of millions per week. Emperor Xomicron I was pleased. His evil plans were coming to fruition...
. . . . . . . .
Matt Huang and Lt. Hit-Man had spent the past six hours shooting each other ceaselessly, all the while talking to each other like they were conversing over tea or beer. They took a 15-minute break to eat lunch and eliminate waste products, then started up again. Neither had yet died, although over a dozen innocent bystanders had. Gralik was still cowering in a bunker hole. They kept it up.  and up. and up. Eventually, it became boring, like some sort of stupid video game. The violence was just so dull. Yawn, yawn. Something had to break it up. Fortunately for Matt, it was the arrival of his ship, the 'Deep-Sixer'.
"Two to beam up, now!" he yelled. He and Gralik disappeared.
"DAMN! FUCKING SHIT FU'BART'Z MIERDA SHEISSE FUSHIT KRIFFING PETAQ!" cursed Hit-Man.
. . . . . . . .
What will Hit-Man do now? What evil scheme will the trolls come up with next? What is RayCav going to do with Amy? What is John's odd 'Demolition' feeling? How the hell will Daniel, Wouter, Lord Edam, and Vash escape their prison? What does Gralik do? Will the Author ever speak again? 
Find out in Part XVIII, assuming it's forthcoming!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Part XVIII:
John, for whatever reason, decided to get in his hovercraft with some explosives on him. He flew the craft up the wall of the massive stone tower, heading toward the top level. There, he broke out the explosives... but just a little. 30 milligrams of protium t-kryptonium dihexylcarbonate ought to do it. 3... 2... 1.... BOOM! a 3m section of wall had blasted off....
*cough cough cough* "What the hell is going on?" asked Vash.
"You tell me. I was just compelled to blow this particular wall up, for whatever reason."
"Err.... I think you're supposed to rescue us." DanielSBen added in.
"Yeah! Waitasec.... I know you, right?"
"I guess...." At that moment, 6 stormtroopers burst in from the door. John took his huge sword and twirled it a bit. There were scattered helmets and heads (of stormtroopers) everywhere.
"That should deal with them."
"I'll say...."
"My hero!" cries out Vash, starting to hug John.
"Err.... easy there, easy. I've got a girlfriend. She's the daughter of a holovision magnate."
"Oh... I guess I'll hug someone else then...." Wouter gets suprised big by this, as he gets a big one.
"Uhm, thanks....."
"Guys, I think the whole point of this is to GET THE HELL OUT OF HERE!" said Lord Edam.
DanielSBen quickly added "Yes, lets!"
They all filed into the hovercar and got the hell out of dodge, or at least the jail.
. . . . . . . .
Matt Huang and Gralik were on their way to Tsliovitis III, in the heart of the Expanse, where they expected to find Z!-lix'xii and see what he was actually about. 
"So.... how do I know if you are telling the truth?"
"Simple... get a telepath to read my mind!"
"Er, there aren't all that many telepaths around here...."
"Hmm...... I wonder where I can find one...."
"I dunno... I'd like to find some too..."
<Be careful what you wish for, for in this case, you will get it.>
Zzzort! Zap! Snap-crackle-Pop!
"Whoa! Wormhole is opening, we're being drawn in!" yelled Matt Huang. "Waitasec... incoming vessel. Imperial star cutter, Hornet class."
"This is Lt. Hit-Man. Thank's to a little aid from my Imp friends, I got myself a new ride. The Fearmeister will be your harbinger of doom... Kriff!"
Both fell into the wormhole.....
. . . . . . . 
. . . "Captain! a wormhole is opening! Two small ships are coming out of it!" Ensign Kim reported. "The wormhole has collapsed."
"Hail both ships!" Captain Janeway responded. "Let's see what this is all about..."
Kim yelled out, "Incoming vessel, Bearing 476 mark 9. Borg cube. They are hailing us, and the other ships"
"We are the borg. Lower your shields and ....."
"Hold it! Look!" the larger of the two ships headed for the Borg cube and opened fire. A half-dozen shots later, the borg cube was space dust.
"Whoa there, that's impressive!" remarked Tom Paris.
"The vessel appeared to fire some sort of laser-jacketed heavy plasma weapon. Estimate 11th power energy involved." Tuvok stated, matter-of-factly. 
"This is Lieutenant Hit-Man of the Fearmeister. Now that I've done you a kriffing favor, please assist me in destroying this ship over here."
Tom Paris remarked "Charming name" too quietly for anyone to hear.
"This is Captain Janeway of the Voyager. Thanks for the favor, but we generally don't help people destroy ships without due cause..."
"Kriff! If you don't fucking help, I'll go after you and make you sorry that you were born!"
"This is Captain Matt Huang of the Deep-Sixer. We've been having problems with this 'Hit-Man' character. I think he wants to kill me or something..."
"I will do so after I teach this gay-ass ship a fucking lesson!" Hit-Man announced. He fired his weapon at Voyager. Once.
The Voyager bucked and heaved under the strain. The shields buckled and collapsed, letting much of the impact hit the ship itself. The ship stayed together... but was rather seriously impaired. 
Stations burst into flames. The ship rocked like a drunken sailor. A huge hole was torn in the hull, stretching from decks 2 to 8 in the forward section. One of the segments affected was the Mess hall. Neelix and 13 redshirts were in there at the time. Exactly zero survived, including the poor Talaxian. 
The Bridge was just above the hole; nobody got sucked out, but there was much, much damage. The Helm station had basically exploded, taking Tom Paris with it. Chakotay and Janeway were thrown right out of their seats; Janeway luckily landed on a patch of carpet. Chakotay did not; his head smashed right into a burning Tom Paris and his console. All the redshirts on the bridge were also dead. Of all the crew there, only Janeway, Tuvok, and Kim had survived. Janeway knew that the ship was seriously damaged. Her first reaction was to contact engineering; badly damaged as the bridge was, that sort of damage did not incite core breaches. "Janeway to Engineering! B'elanna, report!" 
"Engineering. Main power is offline, as are warp engines and other main systems. But frankly, we were lucky the impact centered on the saucer. If the hull breach had been here, the warp core - "
"Yes, yes. But damage is already bad. Most of the bridge crew is dead. It wouldn't make sense to even call a medical team."
"Captain - who is left."
"Myself, Tuvok, and Harry. Everyone else - "
"Is dead, yes, Captain. Torres out." B'elanna sobbed. 
The comm came on again, "This is Seven of Nine of Unimatrix Zero One. Captain Janeway, is there any way I an assist? The ship has been heavily damaged."
"Help the doctor; i'm sure he and Kes have their arms full with patients." Janeway told the drone, the only one who had survived Chakotay's explosive decompression the episode before last.
"Understood, Captain." The drone abruptly cut the line, without a customary '<your name here> out'.  
Captain Janeway tried to leave the bridge, but found the turbolift was off-line, and there was nothing but vacuum where the Jeffries tube ran. The Deck 1 access corridor was inaccesible. She, Tuvok, and Kim entered her ready room, but the Jeffries tube there also ran through decompressed areas. So she hailed Security (what else would they do now?) and asked them to get EVA suits up so they could get the hell out of there. They sat down where it was convienient in the ready room, and started to wait....
<Problem?>
"Who are you?" asked Janeway.
<I am the Author. Or rather, your new one. I know you're teed off that Chakotay, Tom, Neelix, and a bunch of redshirts are dead due to Hit-Man, but I think you'll be happy to know that neither Brannon nor Braga are writing you anymore. I am now.>
"Hunh?" asked Janeway.
"Neelix is dead?" asked Kim. He could've sworn he saw Tuvok nearly smile for a moment....
<Anyway, you're being given a harbinger of what's to come. Within a few months, three galaxies, this one among them, will merge. The two folks you've stumbled into are from one of the other two. Both are substantially more technologically advanced than this one. Thanfully, both have groups sympathetic to your Federation; one of them in fact contains a Starfleet not 100% dissimilar to yours. Oh yeah, both are human. Well, see you later...>
. . . . . .
What are Hit-Man and Matt doing while Voyager sits there with all the damage? What is everyone else....
"Umm, what about Me?" asked RayCav?
<Oh, yeah. Here you are, you egotist>
. . . . . . .
"You won't be coming to our little private party next tuesday?" the Baron asked.
"No, I'm afraid not. I've got a little 'project' I'm working on. Besides, I only enjoy parties drunk, and If I get too drunk, my 'project' will probably blow me through a bulkhead."
"Oh... I see. Well, Enigma, Ta', Tyralak,  Big Steve, and Spyder are coming. I guess that's enough." the Baron logged off.
"A project?!?!?! Is that what I am to you?!?!?! Fuck this!" Amy lands a punch right into Raynor's gut, which starts to ache like hell.
"Easy now, Amy.... I'm just trying to explain this in going-around turns. He probably thinks I'm off developing some hi-tech device or something. Plus, he'll just ask you to come along, and I suspect you'll absolutely hate his parties. There's the crack, the sheep and donkeys, prostitutes, loud music..."
"Enough! Listening to what these absolute sickos do is making me sick!" Amy punches RayCav again.
"Owww...." RayCav slinks away.
. . . . . . .
What are Hit-Man and Matt doing while Voyager sits there with all the damage? Where do John and the gang go? What is everyone else doing? What are the trolls up to?
Find out in Part XIX, assuming it's forthcoming!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(something a little different this time....)
Part XIX:
<primary-source and secondary-source information regarding the events>
"Why Matt Huang was our greatest President"
Opening arguments, Debate team
Coruscant - Sector 176 University
Stardate 6578.567.143.297.45.62
Excripts from....
Argument in affirmance:
"When Matt Huang, then a ship Captain, drove off Hit-Man's ship and aided the Voyager, he performed a great favor for our galaxy(ies). His actions.... began a line of understanding that helped greatly when our galaxies merged...
... note the sorry state the Voyager was in after Hit-Man attacked it. The first officer, helmsman, and twenty others had died in the assault caused by a single turbolaser bolt. I will not go into details, but his aid was vital to saving the ship, possibly from complete destruction....
(somewhat later in the speech)
... the policies carried out by President Huang and Vice-Presidents Ross and later Bennett vastly improved the economy of the galaxy..."
Argument in dissent:
"You should be aware that, on more than one occasion, Matt Huang committed some non-pleasant acts during this period. Although his record paled vastly in comparison to Hit-Man, he was responsible for the assasination of at least 12 individuals....
.... and you mentioned Mr. Huang's economic policies. Note that this was largely due to the then-Minister-of-the-Treasury-and-Commerce Bennett's lasseiz-faire policy of doing almost nothing. This had the effect of improving business economy, but the lack of action is actually appalling because..."
. . . . . . . . .
>From "Sex and Shooting: an Unconventional look at History"
Copyright 6562.897.*; Sutra University Press
Excripts from Chapter 25 "The Rise and Fall of RayCav Enterprises"

"...Some see the beginning of the end of RCE occuring when Raynor RayCav, the 36th CEO of the company, took power. He is documented as being a drunkard - sometimes having as many as 100 drinks in a single day... He was also a pervert. He is recorded as sleeping with as many as four women simultaneously while immersed in a jug of chocolate (how he did it remains a mystery).... 
... he had a special interest in a captured Amazon named Amy. His relationship with her was... unique. Why he even took her, let alone kept her, is unknown.... he did not even bother to clone her while either of them were alive (although he did file her DNA for later use by the company). Some would call it a perverse sort of love...."
. . . . . . . . .
>From "Every Imperial Citizen's Guide to the United Federation of Planets"
Published NID 105; Official Neo-Imperial Press, Galaxy X-33
Excripts from "How the Rebels Managed to Bring Down the Old Empire"
"Lord Edam de Fromage. The very name inspires the worst sort of contempt imaginable. The Senator who betrayed his Lord Protector and sided with a group of criminals and fanatics all in the name of 'freedom'....
.... his escape from custody was precipitated by a John Leonhart, an insane crimelord* aligned to his cause. He took him and three of his henchmen who had been incarcerated and took them off-world to Burton V...."
* <Author's comment>Not really true. He isn't totally sane, but he's not barking mad. And he's not a criminal mastermind or even has his own criminal organization. If he happens to break the law, it's his business alone. Don't trust Neo-Imperial Propaganda. Emperor Alex Nguyen published this to inspire his citizens against the Federation...
. . . . . . . .
>From "Notice from the Ministry of Defense: Terrorist Alert"
Dated 6401.324.566.*
Excripts from "Important Terrorist Masterminds on the Loose: reward 1,000,000 credits and higher"
"Kazuaki Shimazaki: one of the Former Imperial Lords, he later became a terrorist mastermind along with his wife, Mara Jade Shimazaki. Both are wanted for several terrorist attacks resulting in the deaths of millions....
...Then-Lord Kaz attacked the Psionax and captured Tyralak (now Praetor of the Romulan Star Empire) and his associates; they were kept in brutal conditions before they were rescued....*
... Reward for Capture: 43,000,000 credits"
*(Tyralak is heard saying "The food was sloppy, they refused to give me crack, and they didn't even give me a fucking donkey! oh yeah, the bed was a stone slab, the plumbing was horrible, and the leg-irons were put on too tight!")
. . . . . . . . .
From: USS Voyager,
Captain's Log,
Stardate 476973.3 (also known as "Early Season 4")
Made by: Captain Kathryn Janeway
"Captain's Log: Ships repairs are going smoothly. Matt Huang is helping our repairs and even showing us how to improve our warp-engine efficiency. The Borg have not shown up in the past 3 days. It seems to me they've learned their lesson....
... on a sadder note, today was Commander Chakotay's funeral. I am aggrieved to lay to rest my first officer.... and my friend...."
. . . . .. . . . . .
From: Discussion Boards at soc.history.what-if
Published by: the denziens of SHWI and some other groups cross-posted in for good measure
Date: 5934.567.456.012.12.(47-94)
 from: Post by Matt Giwer
"...The merging of the galaxies was obviously a Zionist consipracy to put Jews in key positions in Galactic politics. Look at Vice-President DanielSBen, for instance...."
from: Post by Raymond Speer
".... this is absurd. It wasn't caused by them at all. In fact, most of the world powers have been lately ruled by Asians. President Matt Huang and Darth Wong were both Asian..."
from: Post by Robert Kolker
"... looks like someone found a chink in his armor..."
from: Post by ToolPackinMama
"... Kirk and Spock were g-...."
from: Post by WrathOfKhan
"Shut your trap, TrollPecker. Kirk and Sp-...."
from: Post by Raymond Speer
"Stop Crossposting!!!"
. . . . . . . . . . .  .
From: "Medical Technology Reports: Microfilament Reconstructive Angiomicroandectomidicty in Ocampa, Ktarians, Zzar-Zzar, and Metaxans",
by Dr. J.S.S. Zimmerman
Published by: Federation Medical Science Bureau,
Date: 6015.146.*
table from "Increases in life expectancy due to treatment in low-life-expectancy species:
" Species 	Initial adult Life Expectancy	Post-treatment adult Life Expectancy
Ocampa	9 years				62 years
Ktarians	36 years			91 years
Zzar-Zzar	3 years				27 years
Metaxans	11 months			9 years, 4 months"
Excript from report:
"Childhood length is unchanged. All additions are to adult life, roughly in the age range equivalent to 20 to 70 years of age in Humans, 25 to 150 years of age in Vulcans, and 17 to 82 years of age in Kingons."
. . . . . . . . . .
From: Ferengi Auction on Date 6975.143.564.*
"Loose Lips Sink Star Destroyers" a poster from the Darth Wong era during the first troll wars, sold for 671.4 credits
"Vote Walper-Sopek!" button from capaign, sold for 141.9 credits
"Medical terminology workbook from San Francisco Laboratory used by wife of VP Bennett", sold for 165.3 credits
Holovid of President Edam de Fromage's inauguration speech, sold for 912.5 credits
Dominion War-era Jem'Hadar disruptor, sold for 1,452 credits
RayCav dynasty DNA, opening bid 11,000 credits for all 14 individual codes
Antique Imperial Starfighter, TIE-Flyswatter class, opening bid 97,600 credits, mint condition
Dilithium matrix from 22nd Century Y-class starshp, opening bid 1,405 credits
Holovid of President Solomon Troi's inaugural address, opening bid 100 credits
. . . . . . . . . .
When will the real action return? 
Find out when Part XX comes out, assuming it's forthcoming!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Part XIX.V: Where are they now?
(This is a tribute to Kaiser Wilhelm III's 'Decades of Darkness' Timeline in soc.history.what-if (also known as SHWI). go there with Google and search 'decades of darkness' to read this timeline with an evil slaveowning USA, independent New England, and superpower Germany. Okay then, 'Where are they now?')
DanielSBen, Wouter Valentijin,  Lord Edam de Fromage, and Vash are in the process of escaping an Imperial prison on Coruscant, with the help of John Leonhart.
Matt Huang and Gralik are in the Delta Quadrant on the 'Deep-Sixer', which is currently chasing away Lt. Hit-Man's 'Fearmeister' and is about to aid the seriously damaged USS Voyager.
The Baron, Enigma, Big Steve, Ta', and Spyder are on Planet Erle, having a little private 'Party' at the Baron's place.
Commander Raynor RayCav is busy 'training' Amy on his ship, the 'Perv'. He is getting beaten up, but is perservering.
Tyralak and SHAKKMaster were on the "Psionax", until it was boarded by Stormtroopers from the Star Destroyer 'Rampant' and impounded. They are at the 'mercy' of Lord Kazuaki Shimazaki, who commands the 'Rampant'. The 'Psionax' has escaped, and is currently being commanded by a bunch of redshirts. This may not bode well; Our Heroes must free Tyralak and SHAKKMaster and get the 'Psionax' before the redshirts manage to get the ship blown up.
The other Lords of the Realm are at Council, doing various Councily things. 
Darth Wong is on the Death Star at the moment, and is looking very bored since the author has neglected to write him in the last few parts.
Darth Phong is currently about to fall head-over-heels for Marina O'Leary. What this means may or may not be expanded upon...
Captain Kathryn Janeway, Lieutenant Commander Tuvok, Lieutenant B'elanna Troi, Ensign Harry Kim, Seven of Nine, Kes, HoloDoc, and a bunch of redshirts (oh, and Lieutenant Joe Carey, a half-redshirt) are on the USS Voyager, which is disabled in the Delta Quadrant, and will soon receive aid from the 'Deep-Sixer'. Of Course, Commander Chakotay, Lieutenant Tom Paris, and Neelix are dead. 
Nobody knows where Robert Walper is. Probably at SDnet.
Xomicron and a bunch of other trolls are scheming to take over the galaxy after having successfully seized DODworld and killed Kaiser Wilhelm III and President Chester Arthur.
Anyone missed? Ask and I'll tell you.
Oh, and is Part XX forthcoming or what?  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Part XX:
"Incoming - two patrol hovers!" said Lord Edam. There was a race on. The Imps had discovered their break-in, after all.
John replied, "Someone take over the controls. I'll be controlling the railgun."
"I'll take over." says Vash. "Hey, ladies can drive too!" 
She takes over. The craft goes through a dizzying array of evasive maneuvers, which make the occupants seasick but do manage to avoid the Imperial blaster fire. John manned the railgun, aiming and firing magnetized bullets at them at a rate of 300 rpau (rounds per arbitrary unit). Daniel, Wouter, and Lord Edam hang on, although Daniel tries to shoot at the Imperial vessels with a handy phase-pistol. He misses. John hits one of the craft and destroys it. The other gets too close....
John and Wouter both jump from the hovercraft, wielding weapons (in John's case, a giant sword; Wouter is wielding a handy ball-and-spiked-chain). They board the enemy craft and kill all the Stormtroopers in a bloody display. John beheads half of them; others are knocked off the craft by Wouter. They reboard the friendly hover, which has all the while been maneuvering like mad.
Lord Edam reaches for a sick bag, "Geez, this flying gives me an upset stomach..."
"Look, you're lucky you weren't blown up by one of those blasters!" Vash replies. She then gives Wouter and John both pecks on the cheek as she hands over the controls to John. Wouter nearly falls off his seat. John blushes, says, "Look, my girlfriend would be kinda insulted by this..."
Vash shrugs her shoulders.
They rush for the spaceport. There, they produced completely false names to the customs agents to board the 'SS Sonic' to get to Burton V, the nearby tramp freighter. 
"Albert Leibovitz"
"Otto Van Buren"
"Edward Agefrom"
"Willard Gygax"
"Lara Jones"
(Guess who is who!)
- -  - - - -- - - - - - - - -
At a local hospital on Planet Erle....
"Owww!" goes the Baron.
"Ouch" goes Enigma.
"Owowowowowow!" goes Big Steve.
"Yow!" goes Ta'.
"Ow! Hic! Ow!" goes Spyder. All of them had various aches and pains from their recent 'Party'.
A doctor came in and said, "Guys, you are all infected with the 'Turqoise Itch' disease. It's got quite a long and varied history. It appears to have begun through Andorian camels, then passed via cross-breeding with earth Camels. Then, via the Ossirian Grak, the Yak, the Pistulian gumph, and finally to several others, including sheep and Orion humanoids. It seems those two were the sources of your infection."
Indeed, Enigma, Big Steve, Ta', and Spyder had all spent some quality time with Orion women, while the Baron had spent it with some sheep.
"The strain infecting Orion women is less serious for humanoids. Enigma, Big Steve, Ta', Spyder, you all have to take a two-week regiment of hypaxium rhodondite and rub your member daily with va'agrium cream; that should take care of it...
... the Baron, however, has a much more serious case. I am afraid the only method of safely getting rid of the disease is to surgically remove your entire reproductive system, genitalia and all. If you do not, you will die in 3 months, give or take two weeks. It is serious. You have only about two weeks to decide whether you want to die or you want the surgery. After that, it's too late."
(really creepy piano music is playing at this point, for dramatic reasons)
The Baron goes, "Nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnoooooooooooooooooooooo!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
<The battle is set. you may use each weapon only once at a time, for a few shots!>
Matt Huang ordered his ship, the 'Deep-Sixer', to begin firing antimatter missiles at Hit-Man's ship, to get it away from the badly damaged 'Voyager'. He recorded 7 fires and 5 hits on the 'Fearmeister'.
The 'Fearmeister' swung around and began firing at the 'Deep-Sixer' using its turbo-lasers. Matt dodged, and returned fire with a hail of disruptor bolts and hellbore* torpedoes.
The 'Fearmeister' ducked and weaved, blasting proton torpedoes in it's wake. The 'Deep-Sixer' retaliated with a dizzying array of maneuvers, and blasting off quantum torpedoes. 
The 'F' then swooped around and hit with heavy blaster fire. The 'D' responded with aft antimatter packets, then turned away and got behind the 'F', firing fusion beams* all the way. The 'F' again fired, this time with ion cannons. The 'D' hacked away with a Plasmatic Pulsar Device*, while the 'F' continued on with a lightning barrage of laser fire. The 'D' continued on with tricobalt torpedoes, while the 'F' responded with polaron torps...
Hit-Man said "Waitasec.... that's a trekkie weapon isn't it? I woundn't kriffing demean myself by using a fucking - "
<Don't want to use trekkie weapons? Tough! you can only use each weapon once, and you've (or rather, i've) run out of warsie weapons. So, you lost>
Unable to find a new weapon, Hit-Man is unable to fire back and is thus forced to conclude a strategic retreat, until the next battle, where he can hopefully use weapons several times.....
*(Hellbore torps are a little weapon from the Hydrans in the 'Starfleet Command' game series. They're a mere fusion torp, but they have a cool effect: they distribute damage to all shields, and hit the weakest shield hardest. Oh, and they look really cool in action. Fusion beams are another Hydran weapon. Short-range but high-power, good for knife-fight close ship-battles. The Plasmatic Pulsar device is an ISC weapon - really powerful and long-range, making the ISC formidable.)
Matt Huang hailed the 'Voyager', asking, "Are you in need of assistance?"
The vessel responded, saying, "We do. We have many deaths and injuries, plus many critical systems offline. 'Deep-Sixer', are you able to assist?"
"I believe so, 'Voyager'. I am not a doctor or a mortician, but I can help you repair a few systems. There may also be areas you will be able to help us with...."
"We'll consider them here as a possible trade. Can you beam aboard or dock? Our transporters are off-line."
"I'll dock at your starboard port. Is this acceptable?"
"Yes. Start docking sequence....."
- -  - - -  - - - - -  - - - - - - - - -
The airlock opened, revealing two individuals. One appeared humanoid, more or less. He actually reminded Captain Janeway of an elf or spirit a bit. The other, Janeway was almost certain, was an Arboreal Xindi.
"I am Captain Kathryn Janeway. This is Lieutenant Commander Tuvok, my Chief of Security. All of my other surviving officers are busy with repairs."
"I am Matt Huang, commander of the 'Deep-Sixer'. This is Gralik. Would this happen to be a Starfleet vessel? The layout seems somewhat familiar."
"Yes, it is. The Federation Starship  USS Voyager, NCC-74656, Intrepid class."
"How odd. It seems a bit primitive. The ship lacks transwarp drive or multiphasic shielding."
"This may not be the same Federation you're aware of. We don't even extend this far out. We're stranded 60,000 light-years from our home."
"Hmm.... interesting. Although where I'm from, there isn't a Federation, not anymore. The Galaxy is under the thumb of the Empire, under Darth Wong and his disciples. They are opposed by Starfleet, the Romulans, and a few other resistance groups."
"The Romulans? Pointed ears, black hair, penchant for espionage?"
"The same. I take it there is no 'Empire' here."
"Not where we're from. Certainly nothing galaxy-spanning. The closest we have are the Borg, but thankfully they only take up a fraction of the galaxy."
"That cubeship Hit-Man trashed with six shots?"
"The same. They have transwarp drive."
"Well, now that we've reviewed much about our galaxys, we can get to work. By the way, do you have any telepaths on board...."
- - - - - - - -  - - - - - - -  - - - - - - -
Will Matt Huang find out the truth about Gralik? What will The Baron choose? What are RayCav and Amy doing now? Will Daniel, Wouter, Lord Edam, John, and Vash pull off an escape? And what about the Darth Wong - Marina romance? 
Find out in Part XXI, assuming it's forthcoming! 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Chapter X.... waitasec! It's Part XXI: 
(lights go out everywhere)
"Where'd the light go?""Kriff! It's fucking dark here!""Hunh?""Is this the 'Author' guy again?""Err, Amy, I'm sure this was supposed to happen""good grief!""not again!""Oooo... I like the dark!""What is going on?""Screw this!""Not again!""Kirk and Spock are gay l-""oww! owowowowowow!""It's all an evil zionist conspiracy!""Oh, the humanity!""Dang dawg, this is kewl!""This is Bush's fault!""Death to America!""Hmm....""Daniel, this seems odd""Whoa there, it's dark as shit!""nnnnnnoooooo!""I shupposhe thish ish jusht grayte, Enigmah, ishn't it?""Ich bin ein der volksgeist, untermensch dunsel.""no habla español.""...embrayages a conservé plus de lui l'oiseau...
""Why is everyone speaking in foreign languages?"

<Da er gänzlich überflüssig ist.  Das OH und der Übersetzer von Google amüsieren. Und alles ist dieses für eine upcoming Ansage!">

"Huh?""I don't speak German and neither do you, Daniel.""Sie sprechen nicht Deutsches, Sie < expletive gelöschter > Jude!""Please speak in English!""C'est absurde!  Parlez en une langue civilisée anglaise ou autre, svp!""Waitasec... I think he merely wants to get our attention..."
<Exactly. Here's what I have to say: First, I really like Google Translator; it's translations are comical. Second, go to hell, Adolf. (Zweitens gehen Sie zur Hölle, Adolf). Third, I'm here to announce a special announcement. The original "3 or 4 separate epic fanfics" plan is scrapped. From now on, the whole shenanigan will be one mega-fanfic, titled, "The New FUQ". Plot elements will be introduced 'whenever I feel like it'. Furthermore, I am going to start writing my chapters in many languages->
"No!""Don't, or we won't show up!""The readers will HATE this!""God, no!""Oh, the humanity!""See, I told you! Zionist conspiracy."" Se '!  È buono""Nnnnnnoooooo!""Baa!""This is a bad thing. Don't.""You're a kriffing idiot!""This is real bad. Bad bad bad.""Raynor, you're an idiot! This is all a hideous joke you concocted, isn't it!""John Kerry is the root of all evil!""Death to Israel!""Daniel, you're really going overboard this time."
<-just kidding on that part. But this will now be a mega-fanfic. The plot may thicken or thin out, as a result. Oh, and Amy, don't blame Mr. RayCav. He's just being himself. This has nothing to do with me.>
"Damn this Zionist conspiracy!""Ah!""hahaha!""whew!""Maledizione!""Ouch!  Hölle ist heiß!""I knew it!""-overs! I can prove i - owowow!""hee-haw!""this is absurd! stop toying with us!""Kriff damn fucking assholes!""Yawn yawn, whatever."
<This concludes our special announcement. We will now return to our regular fanfic broadcasting - er, writing>
(lights come back on. Everyone goes about their regular business, except Adolf, who is roasting in hell)
- - - -  - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - -
 (La regolazione è.... <oops!>... the setting is on planet Erle, where an Official Perverts Society meeting is taking place. RayCav has put up Amy in a hotel and has arrived, a bit late, to this meeting. Spyder, Enigma, the Baron, Ta', and Big Steve are all there, as are dozens of other pervs. Tyralak is conspicuously absent.)
Uberperv, the head of the order, announced:
"Oye! oye! the meeting of the Official Perverts Society is in session! First on the order of business, we shall ...."
"Whaite a shec!" calls out Spyder, "Thish ish abshurd! Weeh arn'te eh fourmel groop, per she. Weeh din't neehd thish fourmellitie!"
"Oh yeah! Now, onto our records, -"
"Sorry I'm late, guys!" calls out RayCav. "I've had to put Amy into a room so she wouldn't run ramshod over the place!"
"*sigh*, RayCav! You've developed a singular attachment to an adult, attractive, humanoid woman - and haven't slept with her yet?" grumbled Uberperv, in a condescending tone. "You aren't drunk like you used to be, and you came late to a meeting. The only saving grace is this woman appears to have beat you, which may mean S&M. Even so, the first order of business today will be the demoting you from a level 18 perv to a level 17 perv. Your ship may no longer be called the Perv, either"
"Damn!" noted RayCav. He was slipping, although he wasn't sure he wanted to change. Besides, he wanted to name his ship the 'RCE', anyway; shameless self-promotion was an attribute of businessmen, even sick ones.
"Now, the second thing we've got to do is put up a question for our poor member the Baron. He has contracted the more severe form of the 'Turqoise Itch'; and must decide in two weeks if he want his genitalia removed or he wants to die. Any suggestions to help our poor member out?"
"He should remove his genitalia and get implants from a ram. That way, he'll still be able to do sheep!"
"He should die! men should not live without their original balls and dick!"
"Remove them! He can still be a perv without them!"
"Let him die! Turqoise itch might spread!"
"Err... if his genitalia are removed, it won't. And he should remove them. His life ain't worth it?"
"One's life is worth more than pleasure? that's blasphemy!"
"Aahhh.... who cares! If he has a mouth and an ass, he can still be a perv!"
"That's not usually pleasureable to the person being screwed, ya know!"
"What? Every one of those folks I slept with -"
"-yeah? including the goats and the monkeys?"
"Yes!"
(half an hour of arguments ensue. Pervs!)
"Well, do those suggestions aid you in any way, Baron?"
"I'm just as confused as when I started." admitted the Baron.
<This meeting is disgusting!>
"Well, yeah, that's the point, Author. We're pervs, not ordinary clean folks." said RayCav. "Oh yeah, and what level are you, Uberperv?"
Uberperv responded, "Me? I don't exist. I'm only here to provide a position as chairman of this meeting without a specific real denzien being deemed a superior level of perv." Uberperv disappeared, leaving only a chesire-cat grin. 
- - - -  - - - -  -- - - -  -- - - - - - - - -  - - 
"I am not sure why you would request such a thing." Asked Tuvok.
"I want to ascertain the truth about Gralik." Matt Huang replied.
Kes added in "I'm sure it'll be okay. I read nothing but willingness to cooperate from both."
Commander Riker mysteriously pops in and says "Hey! That's Counselor Troi's turf!" before disappearing.
Tuvok puts a hand on Gralik's cheek at the traditional points for a mind meld (suitably modified for a Xindi sloth, of course.) He began to say....
"Hmm.... Gralik was a part of a rock band called 'the Rockin' Slothins' in high school....  he was a heavy Romulan ale drinker in his thirties after his second wife died of cholera....  fabricated the record of over 3 billion metric tons of ore supposedly mined by his team in one year.... nearly became a scientologist due to a mix-up with a missionary....  trashed his parent's hovercraft in a joyride as a kid.... thought T'pol was a complete bimbo.... lost his left pancreas in a mining accident.... and is telling the truth; Z!'lix'xii is out to get him - because Gralik helped Archer prevent - (snip spoilers) - and because Gralik owes Z!'lix'xii 3 quadloos from a bet."
"3 quadloos being enough for that? I'd trust he's telling the truth" Matt Huang said.
"Yes." Tuvok added. "Although you should never underestimate the greed for quadloos."
[A few weeks, a lot of repairs, and a barrel of monkeys later]
"A barrel of monkeys?" B'elanna Torres asks. The monkeys screech and howl. 
Matt Huang responds, "Hey, they sure as hell beat trolls!"
"What are trolls?" asked Harry Kim.
"You don't want to know. Believe me. I've got to get back to my ship now, with Gralik. See you around the universe...."
"Godspeed, Matt Huang." Responded Captain Janeway. He left for his ship.
The wormhole was scheduled to open in 2 hours. <Why then? The usual suspect: plot contrivance.> Matt Huang's ship undocks, and begins to head for the wormhole. That's when Hit-Man approaches.....
"This is Hit-Man again. Kriff! You guys are fucking doomed! fuckshit, you're all to be destroyed."
"We'll see about that." Matt Huang responds. The battle is on. Again (<yawn>).
- - - - - -  - - - - - - -- - - - - 
"You know, this place is FREAKING ME OUT!" 'Lara Jones' yells.
'Otto Van Buren' responds, "Aren't you supposed to be an adventurer?"
"Yeah. An adventurer who likes quiet digs, a bit of excitement, and maybe a few men serving me drinks with umbrellas. NOT THIS FUCKING ZOO!"
"Can you be quiet?!?!?!" asked 'Edward Agefrom', "There are only a few thousand of us here trying to sleep!"
"What? I was busy reading this book on applied occupational theory." 'Albert Leibovitz' responded. "Quietly, too."
"Sounds real boring." 'Willard Gygax' weighed in. "I'm just playing Final Fantasy 200 on my portable PS30."
'Otto Van Buren' asked 'Why, on this trip you haven't visited one lady of the night,  Albert. What's with you."
"I don't know. something is encouraging me to be monogamous, for whatever reason...."
"Yes, I also have this feeling. I wonder who else has it...." 'Otto Van Buren' added.
- - - - -  - - - - - - - - - -- - -
"Yeah, me too!" RayCav agreed.
- - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
"So am I." concluded Lord Kazuaki Shimazaki, "And it's rare that i agree with trekkies."
- - - -  - - -  - - - - - - - - -
(In a cold prison cell aboard the ISD Rampant)
"Yeah, me as well." Tyralak adds in. "I haven't even tried asking the stormtrooper guarding my door for a donkey in days!" 
- - - -  - -  - - - - - - - - - -
"What is going on?" simultaneously asked Vash/'Lara Jones', Counselor Troi, Kes,  Amy, and Mara Jade. An odd crowd to be feeling the same way.
<heehee>
- - -  - - -  - - - - - - - - -
"Uhh.... Marina?" Asks Darth Phong.
"Yeah?"
"I... love....you....."
"I don't know if i should slap you or laugh like hell."
"either.....doesn't matter..."
<ain't this scene just dumb! It would be more ordinary if you, dear readers, gave me more insight into Phong's and Marina's characters!>
"Hunh?" ask both Darth Phong and Marina.
- - - - - - - -  - - -  --  -
Will the readers contribute any character profiles worth mentioning? What is this 'mysterious monogamy' going around the galaxy? how will Matt Huang and Hit-Man's battle go? What will Voyager do? When will the escaping five reach their destination? What are those redshirts doing in command of the Psionax?
Find out in Part XXII of The New FUQ, assuming it's forthcoming!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(First, I apologize for any mistakes in race, gender, sexual orientation, character, possible interests, or other somesuch. The plot will work them out... I hope. Anyway, I've gotten enough insight about various characters [thank you, Dalton] to make at least one important plot change. In short, it's all RayCav's fault now... or Amy's, depending on your point of view (Let's just say a former Amazon who got captured by a perv isn't the most cooperative person for RayCav). Of course, Marina, Phong, myself, and Chuck Sonneburg also cannot be completely absolved. Anyway, here's the story:)
Part XXII:
Darth Wong remarked, "I sense a disturbance in the Force. Hell, there are so many disturbances in the Force it seems like a drunken sailor playing 'Twister' (TM) while trying to drink a beer, smoke a cigar, and flirt with a bunch of Navy nurses simultaneously. It's crazy."
- - -  - - - - - -  --  - - -
(lots of cool explosions)
Just about every type of weapon imaginable, from SOCOMs to turbolasers to photon torpedoes, are exchanged between Hit-Man and Matt Huang's ships. The 'Fearmeister' and the 'Deep-Sixer' are exchanging volleys in a tangle of fire. Both score multiple hits, all while they are hailing each other.
"Die well, Hit-Man. Preferably from my SOCOMs!"
"You be ready for death, Matt Huang. My kriffing turbolasers will sear you."
Naturally, neither actually accomplish anything much, other than exchanging conversation and knocking both ship's shields down 47%.  A few stray hits glance off Voyager's improved shields. Since they are merely 'improved', and not 'super-advanced', their shields are also down 47%. 
"Hey, are we approaching a new record for mentioning the number 47?" 
"Not yet, Ensign Kim. Take us away a bit, we don't want to be caught in any more crossfire."
"Aye, Captain."
"Just to warn you, Captain, the wormhole will be opening in 47 seconds."
"Still not close to the record, Ensign. Keep us away from that, too. We don't want to end up in the wrong galaxy...... WHOA!"
(This is in response to the wormhole. Matt Huang's ship goes through, followed by Hit-Man.... but then the wormhole reaches out and swallows the Voyager as if it were a snack)
Lots of swirly lights appear. They look like a psychadelic tie-die t-shirt. for a moment, someone might glance and see a bunch of hippies playing dice. That, of course, is absurd. The hippies were playing Yahtzee (TM). 
"....Looks like we didn't have a choice in the matter." Captain Janeway added.
A giant Star Destroyer approaches.
"This is the Imperial Star Destroyer Rampant, under Lord Kazuaki Shimazaki. Ooo, lookie here, two trekkie ships accompanied by Hit-Man. Maybe we should do something like.... order you two trekkie ships to surrender or die?"
"I know I'm from a different galaxy than you, but it's generally not considered polite to refer to 3 different ships with the same hail."
"Okay...."
(the Rampant fires its MegaTurboLaser [not quite a Superlaser] at the Voyager. Voyager effectively suffers the same damage it did a few parts ago, all over again. Except  worse. The port nacelle is sheared off, a large chunk of hull detaches, and the shield generator burns out permanently. The warp core is damaged and has to be ejected to prevent a ship-destroying breach. Oh well, Voyager is screwed)
"Now I'm referring just to you. Surrender or die!"
"hmm.... I don't like to surrender, but I can't say I like to die either. Give me time to talk to what's left of my crew."
"You have three minutes to do so. Make your choice, trekkies."
Janeway is left to talk to the remaining survivors. Essentially, all of the surviving* main cast(from Kim to Torres) was left, plus a few Bolian redshirts. All the others were dead.
Meanwhile, Matt Huang and Hit-Man are obliviously knocking the shit out of each other's ships....
*(from previous sections, Chakotay, Paris, and Neelix are dead)
- - -  -- -  - - ---- - - - - -  - -  - - -
"Hmm... I might get cellmates." Tyralak remarked, alone in his cell.
- - - - - - - -  - - - -  -- - - --  -- - -
Flashback to previous part....
("Uhh.... Marina?" Asks Darth Phong.
"Yeah?"
"I... love....you....."
"I don't know if i should slap you or laugh like hell."
"either.....doesn't matter...")

"Er, if you don't mind, I won't stay here and watch you mope and grope. Hey, she looks kinda cute!" Marina refers to Amy, who along with RayCav is (inexplicably) walking down the street.
Phong slaps himself in the forehead.
(cut to a few hours in the future)
RayCav was extremely annoyed. Amy had become rather enamoured with another woman, and when he asked about a possible threesome, the woman in question said "Hell no!" and nearly knocked him unconsious.  
He walked down the street and saw a man moping about...
"What's your problem, man?"
"The love of my life turned out not to like men. She ran off with a woman. Say, you were with that woman, weren't you?"
"Yeah. She's not exactly being cooperative with me either." RayCav secretly took a DNA sample from Phong, which he used to begin to concoct his dastardly plan...
- - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - 
(several months in the future)
Excripts from:
Criminal Court Case #456712 - RayCav V. O'Leary
Criminal Court, District 47, Galactic Empire
Case Judge: Charles Sonneburg
Court Reporter: Lurker
Defense Attorney: Enigma
Prosecuting Attorney: Ford Prefect

(There is a massive balcony, atop which is the Judge's Throne, on which Judge Sonneburg sits, large as life. Below, there is a stand for the defendant, who is shackled. In the witness stand, there are various individuals. One of them is a pregnant woman, who is shouting obscenities at the defendant at an almost deafening rate. The other two are a man and a woman, both of whom look rather like they'd side with the woman than the defendant.)
Judge Sonneburg: The court is in session. Hearing case #456712. Raynor RayCav, Chief Operating Officer of RayCav Enterprises, is charged with the following: assault, illegal production of a potentially hazardous virus, use of a stun weapon unwarranted by self-defense, unlawful use of fertility transplants, using an individuals genetic account for private purposes against his will, and for impregnating a woman against the will of either parent. The prosecution alleges that, at 5:47 PM in an alleyway on the planet... never mind what planet, Mr. RayCav stunned both Marina O'Leary and Amy Lynnebreck; he then withdrew a vial of a virus specially designed to impregnate Marina O'Leary with Phong Nguyen's child, as revenge for Ms. O'Leary 'stealing' Mr. RayCav's girlfriend, Ms. Lynnebreck. The defense argues the following: there were no unbiased witnesses to the event (only Ms. Lynnebreck, Ms. O'Leary, and Mr. Nguyen), that there is no law on the books against getting a woman pregnant with another man's child, and that the event is warranted by the warrior-pervert code of the 'Order of the Pervert', of which Mr. RayCav is a member. The latter argument is to be considered invalid; the warrior-pervert code has no legal basis in Imperial Law.  However, the former arguments can be deliberated.
It is time to call the first witness….”
- - -  - - - - - --  -- - -  - - -- - -  -
“We’ve arrived at Zandos. I’ll contact the Atropos.” DanielSBen announced. “Waitasec… we’re being hailed!”
“This is Ensign Sanj, acting commander of the Psionax. Are there any main characters in the house?”
“Sanjak! It’s good to hear from you. What happened?”
“It’s Sanj. Oh, and both Tyralak and SHAKKMaster were captured by Lord Kaz.”
“What happened?”
“We were attacked. We can tell you where they are…”
Wouter asked “How’ve you redshirts fared?”
“47 dead. Most due to impaling themselves accidentally on a sharp warp coil to fix the engines.”
“Ouch.”
DanielSBen entered in again “Wouter, you and everyone else go aboard the Psionax and get some order there. I’ll board the Atropos. We will contact other ships in the area, find Lord Kaz, and free Tyralak and SHAKKMaster! Oh, and any other trekkies he might have captured.
- - - - - - -  -- -  -
What in Kriffing hell will happen next? (as Lt. Hit-Man might say). 
Find out in Part XXIII, assuming it’s forthcoming!

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -
Part XXIII:
Darth Wong continues to provide commentary, saying "The Force is really disturbed. Something is going on. Sagitarius is under Orion, smiting Jupiter. Or whatever those astrologers use as BS.  Anyway, yadda yadda, kill them trolls, etc."
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ---  -- 
(Beginning of really kewl battle scenes coming. Keep warned)
A task force of 8 Starfleet destroyers led by the  USS Atropos (under DanielSBen) cruised at high polydrive, running just behind a cloaked Romulan Bird-Of-Prey (the Psionax, under the acting command of Wouter Valentijin). A pair of cruisers and six small escorts came and intercepted the fleet, which was surrounded by a gaggle of dozens of corvettes and over two hundred fighters. They were preparing an attack fleet. The mission: Attack the ISD Rampant to rescue prisoners.
--------
On the Psionax...
"You mean to tell me that half the redshirts on this ship IMPALED THEMSELVES ON A SHARP WARP COIL? ARE THEY THAT STUPID?!" asked Vash.
"Uhm... yes." John Leonhart said. "They did impale themselves, so they must have been stupid."
"A lot of redshirts here are that way. So are many stormtroopers. And Trolls. Lots of less-than-bright beings here."
"My God! How can these ships run with such incompetant crew?" asked Vash.
Lord Edam replied "This is a rather comic universe. There are supposed to be silly antics."... before slipping on a randomly placed banana peel. "See what I mean."
Vash grumbled "Great! Stuck in a bad parody!"
<AHEM!>
"Err... i mean, stuck in a very good parody. YES! I'm stuck in an absolutely brilliant parody!"
<BETTER>
----------
In the brig on the Rampant....
"hmm... something is likely to happen soon." Tyralak remarked from his cold prison cell. "My right big toe always itches just before something big happens."
"Really? How informative." guffawed a nearby stormtrooper. "And my ass aches each time i sit on a pile of thorns!"
"Really? You've got one hell of an informative ass. Just like Enigma!" Entered Tyralak.
The stormtrooper manages "Ah, shut up." before walking straight into an open manhole (don't ask) and soon being replaced with another one.
--------
General situation:
Utterly oblivious to everyone else, Matt Huang's 'Deep-Sixer' and Hit-Man's 'Fearmeister' are busy beating the living daylights out of each other. Shields are down 47% from the prior drop of 47%. Ergo, both ships have shields at 31%... and dropping, as each SOCOM and each turbolaser bolt lands on them. 
While this is going on...
-------
"You time is almost up, Voyager. In 30 seconds... mark, you will have to tell me if you are going to surrender or die."
Janeway is wondering what to do. She doubted help was coming (was it?). Should she surrender? Not enough time to abandon ship.....
"Well?"
She was about to order surrender when suddenly, dropping out of high warp, appeared a task force of Starfleet vessels.... or sort-of Starfleet vessels, as none of them were designs she recognized. The Rampant began to ignore Voyager and headed after them.
Voyager, largely helpless, sat there while the battle was matched.
Janeway sat back and watched (not that they could do much else, having no shields and only one phaser bank with limited power on line).
The Rampant approached the fleet, and began to release a large number (at least a hundred, probably more... a good deal more) of fighters. They were matched by a sea of fighters and small ships from the task force. They began to fight, like a bunch of termites having a rumble. They were, really, insignificant.
The main force of cruisers, destroyers, and escorts bore down on the Rampant. The ships fired in excess of 5,000 torpedoes of various sorts a minute, and sent nearly a hundred phaser beams striking at the lone Star Destroyer. It responded with five dozen volleys of turbolaser fire, plus about a thousand ion torpedoes in the same minute. Two of the Starfleet ships exploded from the fire, a destroyer and an escort. The ships steered for the Star Destroyer's aft end, where shields were slightly weaker, there were fewer facing weapons, and the ion engines were nice targets. The Star Destroyer tried to maneuver it away, but it was too slow and lumbering. All the while, a Romulan bird-of-prey de-cloaked, firing blasts of plasma torpedoes, further straining, and re-cloaked, again and again.
After ten minutes of this, the Star Destroyer's aft shields collapsed. Of course, it had taken seven Starfleet vessels with it, one of whom had thoughtfully ejected its breaching supercore into the Star Destroyer's aft shield before blowing up. Then, the Psionax, cloaked, flew through where the shield would have been, narrowly avoiding the ion engines (whose wash would damage the Psionax's shields and make them visible), and decloaked, beaming off Tyralak and SHAKKMaster while thoughtfully firing at a few choice targets before getting out again. Of course, a dozen turbolaser bolts and an ion torpedo had landed on it, causing shields to go down 91% and killing a bunch of redshirts before it re-cloaked. 
Meanwhile, the fighters had mostly blown each other to bits. 100% of the Starfleet fighters and 98% of the Imperial TIEs were gone. Of course, there were still a half-dozen or so TIEs left. They attacked the weakest target... Voyager. Although their shots were insignificant, Voyager was already heavily damaged, although she'd been able to take two TIEs out with the remaining phaser bank (at 30% power) before it was taken off-line. Voyager was still coming apart at the seams, and the surviving crew knew it.
Thankfully, they were hailed by the Atropos. "It seems you guys need an emergency evacuation. We can beam you all off in a jiffy."
"Thanks. Remember to take our holographic doctor's mobile emitter."
"Understood. See you on this side...."
Voyager cracked apart and turned to tiny pieces, very much pleasing a lot of people. But first, the Atropos beamed onboard Captain Janeway, Lieutenant Commander Tuvok, Lieutenant Torres, Ensign Kim, Seven of Nine, Kes, the Doctor, and a half-dozen Bolian redshirts (not to mention a few bits of useful cargo - like medical supplies - and any pets found). Sadly, one redshirt hid inside the dormant fusion reactor on deck 7 and wasn't beamed up. He'll be missed.
 By then, long-range sensors detected two more Star Destroyers approaching, with six Nebulon-B's and a helluva lot of fighters. It was almost time to retreat...
- - - - - - -  -
"Welcome aboard." DanielSBen greeted the former Voyager crewmembers. He seemed to remember them for an odd reason somehow..... deja vu, maybe? He looked at them, and felt as if destiny had slammed into him like a freight train. He had little idea why, except it seemed like it should have involved popcorn and a movie theater....*
"Do any of you have experience with fusion reactors? Those aren't too different from your tech. If you do, go to them to help keep them fixed up. Rest of you, head to sickbay for triage. We are in the middle of a firefight...."
As the groups split (Kim, Torres, Seven, and two redshirts on one side, the rest on the other) he had strange feelings. He was absolutely convinced that something odd was going on. The first group left. 
He saw the second group, headed for sickbay, go by. He saw a Vulcan look at him and raise an eyebrow. Another, a blonde alien woman, looked at him. They locked eyes for a moment. Something like a tumbler lock clicked. This was important. Although it still wasn't too clear why, at least to him... or to any of the other characters, including the blonde, at the time.
<You, dear reader, most certainly know why. Unless you skipped half the freaking parts of this...>
"Huh?" everyone asked.
<er, sorry. Don't mind me.>
*Obscure reference alert, of course. 
- -  - - - - - - - - - - - 
The Imperial vessels bore down. The re-inforcements were here, and they were preparing to kick the crud out of the remaining Federation vessels (plus the Psionax). That is, until a fleet of 25 Klingon ships came about.....
"This is Kraz, commander of this Klingon taskforce. Qapla', Starfleet and Romulan vessels. We shall defeat the Imperial fleet!"
That is, until a full force of a Super Star Destroyer, six ISDs, and a dozen Nebulon-B's came in...
"This is Commander Wilkens commanding this task force. The Empire shall prevail!"
Which seemed quite likely, until 50 Borg Cubes approached.
"This is Robert Walper of Borg. Imperial vessels, you will be assimilated. We will add your biological and technological distinctiveness to our own. Resistance is Futile."
Which it is, until a full Imperial Fleet comes into play. Darth Phong, having somehow mysteriously gotten Marina pregnant without getting within twenty feet of her, escaped to his Super Star Destroyer, commanding over a hundred vessels, and announced.
"This is Darth Phong commanding the Imperial  Second Fleet. The Empire will defeat all opposition!"
Which it is, until a force of over three hundred Borg Cubes, 50 Starfleet vessels, 30 Klingon and 30 Romulan ships appears. 
"This is Big Steve commanding this super-Giga-Fleet. Galactic Empire, stand down or be throroughly chowed down. Oh, and is Janeway around?"
The Death Star is about to be wheeled out when out of the blue, a few THOUSAND ships appear. They radiate bozonic radiation.
"This is Emperor Xomicron I of the Troll Empire! We will defeat this gathering of denizen fleets and BRING GLORY TO THE TROLLS! DEATH TO DENIZENS!"
The Death Star finally does come around... but by then, the Trekkie and Warsie ships are fighting side-by-side. Darth Wong looks for a second, and decides to start firing at the Trolls. 
Meanwhile, Matt Huang and Lt. Hit-Man are firing at each other as if they didn't know anything else existed. Their shields are dropping. 19%.... 18%.... 17%....
- -  - - - - - - - - - - - -
What will happen next? What of the battle, now of truly gargantuan proportions, that is going about around almost everyone? And what of the Baron and his choice? 
Stay tuned for Part XXIV, assuming it's forthcoming!
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Part XXIV:
"Hey, where was I in that last one?" asked RayCav.
<Patience. You'll come, eventually. Maybe even in this part. Maybe the next>
- - - - - - -  - - - - - -
Over 7,000 troll ships closed on the trekkie/warsie fleet. They weren't state-of-the-art. They were actually quite pathetic. A lone ship could be defeated by the NX-01; an Imperial fleet could expect to lose 1 ship for every hundred troll ships; for Starfleet, its 1 for 40. Their strength is in numbers. The 7,000 ships are just the beginning.... the Trolls have over 470,000 ships built, many of which will be arriving on the battlefield in as re-inforcement (even 'Emperor Xomicron' understands the idea of backup).
The fleets engaged in brisk combat. Ignoring their prior scuffle, the Trekkie and Warsie ships fought side by side. The Death Star charged its superlaser, destroying whole squadrons of trolls ships in each fire. Star Destroyers and Nebulon-B's lobbed turbolaser and proton torpedo bursts, while releasing TIE fighters to tackle the millions of troll fighters. Starfleet and Klingon and Romulan ships fired blast after blast, phasers and disruptors and torpedoes of all sorts razing down smaller ships. Borg Cubes also did much damage... although oddly enough the Borg were not extremely effective against trolls. It seems that such a logic-oriented, computerized race found understanding the decidedly illogical trolls difficult, and paid the price. 
Two hours into the battle, JPWycombe's 50 neutral ships came into play. Despite their unusual appearance (they spun WHEELS to produce gravity!) and lack of maneuverability, they were quite effective when they fired forward batteries. Whatever those are. * 
Three hours into the melee, the trolls looked in pretty bad shape. Over 5,000 ships gone. But that's when a second wave, of over 50,000 ships, arrived to ruin everyone's day, with 10 million fighters (which were probably more effective as piloted torpedoes than fighters, but still...) at the ready
The troll-ships fired wave after wave of explosive spam cans, millions of rounds of bozonic rays, and much, much other weapons. They were perversely effective. Despite losing 50 ships for every one destroyed, they quickly whittled down to only a relative handful of ships (read: ships with denizens onboard). The trolls scattered the surviving fleets. And sadly, they won the day, for now. 
*Veiled reference to JMS's mildly popular sci-fi series.
- - - - - - -  - - - - - - - 
Matt Huang's shields dropped to 6% as he exhausted his last SOCOM at Hit-Man's ship, whose shields were also at 6%. Thankfully, Hit-Man was all out of proton torpedoes. They were continuing the duel with phasers and disruptors and lasers and blasters. Their shields went down to 5%.....
DanielSBen hailed, from the Atropos. "Matt, we're retreating from the trolls! We need you to get away! We can tow you if needed."
"But i have to destroy...."
"No time! We've lost most of our fleet to the trolls. We need to re-group!"
"Grumble"
Thus, the 'Deep-Sixer' was towed by the Atropos away from the field of combat. Hit-Man was about to pursue both ships when a dozen troll ships swarmed the 'Fearmeister'. He managed to destroy all of them, but by that time he lost them (besides, even Hit-Man knew one damaged ship was no match for two). 
(a while later)
DanielSBen wondered what was going on. He wandered around the ship, seeing damage. A few hull breaches sealed by force-fields, shields holding at 47%, a damaged reverse-ratcheting routing planar.... the usual result of a bloody battle. Many redshirts had died; two had to be shot by the crew when they started exhibiting trollish behavior. That was sad, but not what was driving him nuts. It was as if some sort of plot was being put down without his knowledge <tee hee>. He felt like he was going to be used as a shameless plot device... and enjoy it. Of course, what the alien woman had to do with it was still a mystery. <yeah, sure>
Matt Huang was also mystified. He had the distinct impression that something was going to happen in about a year or so that would affect his life. He didn't know what, exactly. He did suspect DanielSBen had something to do with it. But for what and with whom? Those were the questions. 
- - - - - - - -- - - -- -- -
Where are they now?
Lord Pablo Sanchez, CmdrWilkens and their forces were driven off the battlefield in the direction of Coruscant. Their ships survived the battle, as did Darth Phong's ISD. However, Darth Phong's ship was driven in the direction of 'District 47'. This isn't such a bad deal for him, as he is also summoned to be a witness to the trial of Raynor RayCav. He asks Lord Robert Dalton to cover for him. 
DanielSBen and the former crew of the Voyager are on the Atropos. They are towing the Deep-Sixer, with Matt Huang and Gralik, away. They are headed for the Expanse, where they intend to track down Z!'lix'xii and get the planetkilling device from him. How? Why, that is the question.
("Did I know that?" DanielSBen asked. Matt Huang replied, "Well, you know now.")
Nobody knows where Darth Wong on the Death Star ended up. It was not destroyed, but somehow ended up away from the action for awhile. Some suspect alien space bats hold it in their secret lair on Antor III. That, of course, is silly. The alien space bats are on Tyros II. And they may or may not hold the Death Star. Besides, they can't operate the controls as they lack the proper fingers, and their claws don't work with the soft buttons. 
Somehow, the Psionax (with Tyralak, Wouter, Lord Edam, SHAKKMaster, John, and Vash), the Neutral (with JPWycombe) and the Rampant (with Lord Kaz) all ended up in the Expanse. They are heading for Grohoya as we speak, where a temporary alliance may be in order. 
Big Steve has left for Planet Erle, where he is advising the Baron on his disease along with Ta' and Spyder.
Robert Walper's borg cube was destroyed, although he survived. He drifted in deep space until being picked up by the Psionax. He is currently being thawed out.
Hit-Man is making repairs as he slowly catches up with the Atropos and Deep-Sixer. He is calling in possible back-up for the gradual firefight in a few months. 
Kraz, not being a regular, died when his ship was destroyed, like so many other ships.
- - -  - - - - - - - - - - - -
District 47 Court - criminal case of Raynor RayCav: 
(Continued from Part XXII – this occurs about 3 weeks after the big battle, when the trolls attack Sector 47)
".... Marina O'Leary. Mrs. O'Leary, what do you have to say about this?"
"Could you let me fucking kill RayCav already, Judge Sonneburg?"
"err,no. The court forbids killing the prisoner while it is in session."
"Damn. Anyway, RayCa-whathe?"
At that second, a bunch of trolls burst into the door, firing round after round of their guns. Empty cans of Spam left the side, clattering on the floor, so many spent shells.  One round struck the court reporter, Lurker, who thankfully was killed instantly rather than slowly turning into a troll. 
RayCav’s defense attorney, Enigma, said, “I’ll try to handle this.” 
RayCav then shouted, “Everyone, get your gas masks!”, for he knew what would happen next. As soon as people got their gas masks, Enigma was producing a large number of assionic particles to counter the bozons. This sadly had the side effect of producing extreme amounts of methane gas, fatal to be truthful. Prosecutor Ford Prefect didn’t get his gas mask on in time and succumbed to methane poisoning. The others got their gas masks. Judge Sonneburg stayed his ground, pulling out his blaster and shooting troll after troll. A troll responded by firing his heaviest weapon against him – a mass-bozon driver. Just before impact, it interacted with the assionic particles in a really bizarre way, similar to being a trifle close to a nuclear test or being bitten by a mutant spider. Judge Sonneburg got annoyed with the trolls; he was unhurt. However, with the changes, when Judge Sonneburg got annoyed, not only did he get really annoyed, but he transformed from a mild-mannered, ordinary-size judge/author into… a real monster. His muscles burst out and became huge, he grew in height to almost three meters, he turned purple, and was really, really, REALLY annoyed. He became…. THE INCREDIBLE CHUCK!
“Damn trolls.” He grumbled, smashing them aside like so much cardboard. Alongside him was Enigma, who was busy crapping out explosives aimed at the trolls.
All the surviving normal beings (or should I say non-mutants and non-trolls) decided it was really time to go now. RayCav left the scene, pulling Amy with him. Marina ran after them, cursing RayCav (Amy wasn’t too happy with this, either). Darth Phong was right behind, looking really confused. Should he go with Marina or should he get the hell away from her?
- - - - - - - - - -- -  - - - -
Will the trolls take everything? Where is Darth Wong? What in God's name is happening?
Find out in Part XXV, assuming it's forthcoming!

